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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Caring for our mentally ill is a pervasive problem. A major 

concern involves both where and how the psychiatric patient should be 

treated in order to reach optimal level of functioning. Smith (1968) 

has referred to the conummity mental health movement as the "third 

mental health revolution''. 

The first mental health revolution unshackled the insane. By 
calling them sick it managed to treat them as human. Its monuments 
are the great usually isolated mental hospitals. The second 
revolution came from the spread of dynamic psychiatry (mainly 
Freud's) and was characterized by individual, one to one psycho
therapy. Now the third revolution throws off the constraints of 
the doctor-patient model. The idea that mental disorder is a 
private misery and relates the trouble and the cure to the entire 
web of social and personal relationships in which the individual 
is caught (Smith, 1968, p. 19). 

According to Segal and Aviram (1978), the efficiency, efficacy and 

therapeutic value of caring for recovering individuals in psychiatric 

hospitals should be questioned. They advocate that the ex-psychiatric 

patient should be placed in privately owned facilities where their 

cost of care is partly subsidized by the state or local government. 

Reports of the failures of state hospitals have led us to seek 
more appropriate methods of care. We have moved to a system of 
community care hoping to find better treatment and increased 
recovery (Segal and Aviram, 1978, p. 7). 

The conummity mental health movement, then, can be viewed as an exten

sion of psychiatric hospitalizations and it is perhaps a more realistic 

alternative if the goal is rehabilitation. If the community is to 
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accept a major responsibility in the rehabilitation of the ex

psychiatric patient, it must devise effective programs and methods to 

evaluate these programs in order to maximize rehabilitation for indi

viduals being discharged from psychiatric hospitals. 

Need for the Study 

The current trend in the hospitalization of psychiatric patients 

is to reduce the length of the hospitalization and therefore hopefully 

decrease institutionalization and dependence on the hospital. In 

doing this, there has been a growing concern about how to best prepare 

these individuals for adequate functioning upon discharge ~osher, 

Fenisilver, Katz, and Weinckowski, 1970). This present investigation 

advocates the use of the intermediate care facility (ICF) or '~alfway 

house" as a viable treatment alternative for those individuals no 

longer in need of in-patient care but unable to function independently 

in the community at time of discharge. 

Since treatment of our mentally ill is so quickly moving in 
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this direction, there is a great need to evaluate these aftercare 

programs in relation to their effect on rehabilitation. Are they 

working toward the stated goals of rehabilitation and social integra

tion or is the community care system establishing its own potentially 

chronic population outside the psychiatric setting? In evaluating the 

aftercare program, it is essential also to evaluate the people living 

there. The emphasis of the ICF halfway house is the provision of a 

temporary residence as a transitional environment immediately following 

hospitalization and before resumption of independent living. All 

patients, however, do not use the facility in this ideal sense--



transitional living. There is a need to determine through specific 

measures if a pattern can be established among discharged psychiatric 

patients regarding their use of the intermediate care facility. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study, then, is to demonstrate that positive 

adjustment among ex-psychiatric patients can be enhanced by a compre

hensive aftercare program. 

The concepts of locus of control and premorbid adjustment have 

been utilized as potential indicators for social and community adjust

ment. This investigation will explore the relationship between locus 

of control, level of premorbid adjustment and community and social 

adjustment among schizophrenics discharged from psychiatric hospitals 

to a rehabilitation aftercare program. 

Definition of Terms 

Locus of control - or internal vs. external control of reinforcement 

3 

is a generalized expectancy that refers to the way in which an individ

ual views his/her behavior and the occurrence of reward or punishment. 

Rotter I-E Scale (1966) will be utilized to measure this concept. 

Premorbid adjustment - level of social, sexual and work adjustment 

reached prior to the onset of illness. Premorbid adjustment will be 

measured by the General Information Questionnaire (DeWolfe, 1966) and 

scored on the Phillips Scale of Premorbid Adjustment (Phillips, 1953). 

Process-reactive distinction - based on premorbid adjustment, it is 

used to subclassify schizophrenics and reduce heterogeneity by sub

classing schiozphrenics. 

Aftercare facility - the intermediate care facility (ICF) or halfway 



house. In this study, one facility was used, The Grasmere Residential 

Home. 

Primary counselor - a staff member of the ICF who has the major 

responsibility in planning the rehabilitation program of a particular 

resident. 

Resident - an individual residing in the halfway house. 

Social adjustment - the level at which the individual appears to adapt 

to the aftercare facility, as measured by the primary counselor on the 

Social Adjustment Behavior Rating Scale (Aumack, 1968). 

Community adjustment - the level at which the individual resident per

ceives himself or herself in reference to community life. This will 

be measured by the Community Adaptation Schedule (Roen and Burnes, 

1968). 

Institutionalization - increasing dependence on the institutional 

environment. The breakdown of external social roles and the loss of 

a place in society. 

Limitations of the Study 

The subjects in this study cannot be considered a random sample 

for several reasons. Only residents admitted over a specific time 

period were assessed. The residents included in the investigation all 

have the same diagnosis (schizophrenia) and there is a limitation in 

the age group (20-40 years old). Also, individuals who did not stay 

the entire six month assessment period were dropped from the study. 

This selection process naturally limits the external validity 

(Campbell and Stanley, 1963). This sample can be considered repre

sentative of schizophrenics, aged 20-40, who are discharged from 
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psychiatric hospitals to the Grasmere Residential Home and who reside 

there at least six months. 
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An apparent weakness in this study is the lack of control for 

institutionalization. A younger population has been selected to 

attempt to control for subjects with lengthy hospitalization histories. 

Organization of the Study 

This study is organized under five major headings. Chapter I 

has introduced the research problem and stated the need and purpose 

of the study, definition of terms, and the limitations imposed by its 

design. Chapter II reviews the literature as it pertains to community 

and social adjustment in a comprehensive aftercare program. This 

chapter also reviews the literature pertaining to the instruments used 

in this study: The Community Adaptation Schedule, the Social Adjust

ment Behavior Rating Scale, Phillips Scale of Premorbid Adjustment, 

the General Information Questionnaire, and Rotter's Scale of Internal

External Control; the chapter also states the hypotheses. Chapter III 

outlines the design of the study which includes a review of the sub

jects, setting, instruments, training of raters and proposed method 

for data analysis. The data is analyzed in terms of the study's 

hypotheses in Chapter IV. Chapter V examines the results and then 

summarizes the investigation and offers recommendations for future 

research. 



CHAPI'ER II 

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

A major and ever increasing problem in the field of mental 

illness is not the hospitalized but the formerly hospitalized patient. 

In the last decade hospitals have reported a decline in the number 

of beds occupied by psychiatric patients. Statistics also indicate 

that the length of hospitalization has become substantially shorter. 

To some extent though, it appears that the mental health dilemma has 

not improved but has transferred its focus. The problem has gone 

from the hospital to the community: length of stay in hospitals has 

declined and fewer beds are needed, but readmission rates have 

increased (Freeman and Simmons, 1963). 

There is substantial evidence supporting the claims that psychia

tric hospitalizations alone cannot foster rehabilitation in the com

munity. Forsythe and Fairweather (1961) did not find a significant 

relationship between hospital behavior and later community adjustment. 

Williams and Walker (1961) found that a patient's chances of rehospi

talization were unrelated to his condition at discharge. Mendel and 

Green (1967) state that hospitals are not being used appropriately. 

They feel a major problem is the feeling of alienation and isolation 

imposed on patients by being in a psychiatric hospital and therefore 

not an active contributing member of society. These authors caution 

mental health professional regarding the use of the psychiatric 
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hospital. Ruesch, Brodsky, and Fisher (1964) feel that hospitalization 

encourages dependency and social isolation. 

Hospitals, unfortunately, are not discharging people into the 

community who are restored to health and able to resume active and 

responsible roles in the community. Instead, patients are being dis

charged after minimal improvement. They receive little continuity of 

care after discharge. In a study done by Purvis and Miskimins (1970), 

it was found that hospitalization alone was insufficient for adjustment 

to the community after discharge. A comprehensive community oriented 

follow-up program was the most useful method for increasing adjustment 

of former psychiatric patients. Pasamanick, Scarpitti and Dinitz 

(1967) have shown that returning psychiatric admissions to the com

munity with support and medication is more effective than hospital 

based treatments. 

After conducting a community based "aftercare program" for dis

charged psychiatric patients, Kasser and Cohen (1966) concluded that 

the prevention of rehospitalization and "a gradual degree of adjust

ment" to the community can be a result of a structure follow-up pro

gram. Studies done by Beard, et.al. (1963), Hamstra and McPartland 

(1963), and Mendel and Rapport (1963), indicate that community after

care programs tend to minimize the need for rehospitalization. 

The use of the ICF or halfway house is an alternative for indi

viduals not in need of in-patient care and yet unable to maintain 

independent functioning in the community (Segal and Aviram, 1978). 

Ex-psychiatric patients are often not accepted into "normal" community 

life. Their behavior, according to Black (1978) turns out to be 
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inconsistent in relation to community expectation. The function of the 

halfway house is to provide temporary residence as a transitional 

environment immediately following hospitalization and before beginning 

independently living (Landy and Greenblatt, 1965). 

The formal development of the halfway house is recent, but there 

have been sheltered situations in the past that parallel the philosophy 

of the halfway house. One of the earlier was in Britain. The British 

Mental Health After-Care Association placed psychiatric patients in 

private homes or convalescent homes (Apte, 1968). In 1879, The After

Care Association was founded as a voluntary association to establish 

intermediate care situations for ex-psychiatric patients (Jones, 1972). 

It was hoped that with the establishment of these facilities, hospi

talizations could be prevented. Glasscote, et.al. (197la) suggested 

that the recent interest in halfway houses is twofold: the realization 

that our treatment of the mentally ill has not proven beneficial; and 

the increased concern for individuals playing an active role in society. 

Halfway houses in the United States developed their present form 

in the 1950's; Rutland Corner House opened in Boston in 1954. In 

1969, a survey by Glasscote and associates estimated 128 halfway 

houses in the U.S. The halfway house is literally midway between the 

hospital and the community. It can serve people that cannot function 

independently and yet can no longer benefit from an institutional 

setting. The current definition used by the National Institute of 

Mental Health defines halfway houses as "residential facilities in 

operation seven days a week, with around the clock supervision (or a 

staff member living in the halfway house), and providing room, board, 



and assistance in the activities of daily living" (Goldmier, 1977, 

p. 6). Definitions of the halfway house usually emphasize its aims 

as a transitional living facility. Glasscote, et.al. (197la) feel 

that halfway houses may also serve as more permanent facilities for 

people who are not ready or able to move fully into the community. 

They define halfway house as a "nonmedical residential facility 

specifically intended to enhance the capabilities of people who are 

mentally ill, or who are impaired by residual deficits from mental 

illness, to remain in the community, participating to the fullest 

possible extent in community life" (p. 11). 

Within the halfway house itself, measures are needed to assess 

which individuals will use the facility as a transitional living 

facility and thus be more adapted to the community and which individ

uals will maintain long term residence in the halfway house. 

Community and Social Adjustment 

A number of scales have been developed to measure community 

and social adjustment. The idea of community adjustment evolved from 

the dissatisfaction with intrapsychic measures as evaluation criteria 

(Harris and Brown, 1974). Community adjustment refers to an individ

ual's lifestyle within his or her environment and emphasizes achieve

ment in daily life (Roen, Ottenstein, Cooper and Burnes, 1966). The 

Community Adaptation Schedule (CAS) was developed as a research tool 

for use in community mental health research (Roen and Burnes, 1968). 

The concept represents an attempt to define the positive attributes 

of mental health in terms of an individual's relationship to their 

environment. Several studies have been reported in the development of 

9 
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the CAS. In an early study, Roen, Ottenstein, Cooper and Burnes (1966) 

compared aftercare patients and normal individuals on a preliminary 

version of the CAS. On most of the variables the patients received 

scores that indicated less adjustment. A study was done by Harris 

and Brawn (1974) on the relationship between the CAS and The Personal 

Orientation Inventory (POI), a measure of positive mental health 

emphasizing the relationship of the individual to himself or herself. 

The POI (Shostrom, 1964) was devised to measure self-actualization, a 

concept that has evolved from the work of Maslow (1962). The self

actualizing person, as measured by the POI, is one who functions 

autonomously, has a realistic self-image and tends to live in the 

present. Since the concepts of community adjustment and self

actualization both focus on positive mental health it was hypothesized 

that there would be a positive relationship between the CAS and POI. 

The results of the study confirmed this hypothesis. 

One drawback of both the CAS and POI is that they are self

report scales only. Although measures have been built into the 

scales to control for inconsistencies in answering, they are still 

limited by only reflecting an individual's perspective of himself or 

herself. 

The Social Adjustment Behavior Rating Scale (SABRS) has been 

utilized where the responses of a significant other is desired. It 

was developed to measure two aspects of psychiatric patients' social 

adjustment: work level and socialization level. Work level refers 

to one's work potential, ranging from complete dependency to an 

ability to maintain and support others. Socialization level refers 



to one's social interaction potential, ranging from complete social 

isolation to mature social interaction. 

The SABRS (Aumack, 1968) was used in a study by Price (1968) in 

assessing schizophrenics conceptual performance along a dimension of 

pathology. Price felt the use of behavior criteria would serve to 

reduce variability within pathology groups and allow a generalization 

of results to a larger proportion of schizophrenic patients. 

Premorbid Adjustment 

Besides actual measures of community and social adjustment, the 

process reactive distinction (level of premorbid adjustment) in 

schizophrenia had been utilized in predicting patients who will 

11 

improve and patients who will not improve psychiatrically. According 

to Phillips (1953), maturity in the premorbid period, primarily the 

work record and social adjustment, appears to be related to a potential 

for improvement (good premorbid adjustment). The more inappropriate 

the thoughts and behavior, the less likely improvement will occur 

(poor premorbid adjustment). The Phillips Scale (1953) was developed 

to assess a patient's potential for improvement. The scale was con

structed from a number of case histories of schizophrenic patients. 

It has proved reliable in reducing heterogeneity in schizophrenia. 

Higgins (1972) sees the process-reactive distinction as a valid 

one that describes two different ways of looking at the world. Pro

cess schizophrenia usually develops early in life and the individual 

has a long history of unusual behavior. There is usually no evidence 

of one precipitating event leading to the onset of illness. The 

individual tends to resist treatment; the prognosis is poor. Reactive 



schizophrenia develops suddenly, usually following an emotionally 

disruptive event. The individual usually suffers anxiety and guilt. 

This is often coupled with irrational ideations or delusions. The 

reactive schizophrenia, however, has a much greater potential for 

recovery due to their usual amenability to therapy and investment in 

change. 

12 

There is some evidence that process scl1izophrenics function at a 

lower level of personality organization as inferred from Rorschach 

responses (Belmont, Birch, Klein and Pollack, 1964). Pugh and Ray 

(1965) found process schizophrenics to be more labile while reactive 

schizophrenics show more socially appropriate behavior. Higgins 

(1972) reported that studies presented to the APA found that process 

schizophrenics differ significantly from normal patients. There was 

also a difference between the process and reactive schizophrenics. 

The difference between normal subjects and reactive schizophrenics 

did not reach the significant level. 

The General Information Questionnaire (GIQ) has been utilized 

in determining adjustment when records of a patient are not sufficient 

to use the Phillips Scale (DeWolfe, 1966). The GIQ can be used to 

gather information from schizophrenic patients and this information 

can be used in categorizing the individual as "process" or "reactive" 

using the Phillips scale. 

Locus of Control 

Using the GIQ rated on the Phillips Scale, Lottman and DeWolfe 

(1972) compared the process-reactive distinction to another form of 

adjustment: locus of control. Rotter's (1966) concept of locus of 
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control (I-E) refers to a person's perception of the relationship that 

exists with their behavior and subsequent events (Ducette and Wolk, 

1972). Individuals with internal control see their behavior as con

tingent on life experiences; individuals with external control see 

themselves as controlled by external forces (i.e., luck or fate). 

Individuals cannot be labelled as all internal or external, but a 

person may be described as more internal or external than another. 

The investigation by Lottman and DeWolfe (1972) found that process 

schizophrenics were more externally controlled than reactive 

schizophrenics. 

In the literature concerning adjustment and I-E, Hall (1964) 

found a positive relationship between external control and maladjust

ment. Shybut (1968) used a modified I-E scale and found that the more 

severe the psychiatric impairment, the greater the external control 

in the patient. A study by Hersch and Scheibe (1967) indicated that 

locus of control was consistently related to social adjustment and 

internals showing better adjustment over externals. This study also 

indicated that internally controlled individuals described themselves 

as having more positive attributes such as: higher levels of activity, 

effectiveness and independence. Lefcourt (1966) feels that a belief 

in one's own control is a potential indicator for satisfactory adjust

ment in life. A study done by Steinberg et.al. (1974), used Rotter's 

I-E Scale to predict post-hospital adjustment of independent function

ing. No significant changes were found in I-E scores, but there were 

significant negative correlations between I-E and independence scores. 

This would support Lottman and De~Volfe's (1972) finding that within 
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schizophrenia, locus of control is a characteristic based on premorbid 

adjustment and not a result of current symptomology. 

This investigation will examine a possible relationship between 

locus of control (as measured by the I-E Scale), level of premorbid 

adjustment (as measured by the GIQ and the Phillips Scale) and the 

community and social adjustment (as measured by the CAS and SABRS) . 

The Hypotheses of the Study 

1) Positive social adjustment among schizophrenics can be 

enhanced by a comprehensive aftercare program. 

2) Schizophrenics displaying a good premorbid adjustment will 

improve in community adjustment to a greater extent than schizophrenics 

displaying a poor premorbid adjustment. 

3) Schizophrenics with a more internal locus of control will show 

more improvement in community adjustment when compared to schizophrenics 

with a more external locus of control. 



CHAPTER III 

METIIOD 

The purpose of this study is to explore the relationships 

between locus of control, level of premorbid adjustment, and community 

and social adjustment among schizophrenics discharged from psychiatric 

hospitals to a rehabilitation aftercare program. This chapter presents 

the methodology used to achieve this purpose. First, the subject 

population and the setting will be described. The materials and 

instruments used, the selection and training of raters, and the 

procedure for collecting the data will then be presented. Finally, 

the design and the statistical methods used to indicate the significance 

of the data will be described. 

Subjects 

The 55 subjects in this study were individuals, aged 20-40, 

diagnosed as schizophrenic, who entered a psychosocial rehabilitation 

program over a four month period. The diagnosis of schizophrenia was 

established prior to their entering the facility, usually by the 

psychiatrist of the discharging hospital. Table 1 presents a summary 

of the demographic data on the subjects. 

Setting 

The Grasmere Residential Home is a psychosocial rehabilitation 

program located in Chicago's uptown neighborhood. The home is a 

three-story structure and has a capacity of 222 beds, most of which 

15 
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Table 1 

A Summary of Demographic Data 

Frequencz Percent 

Sex 

Male 29 53% 

Female 26 47% 

Age 

20-24 9 16% 

25-29 22 40% 

30-34 12 22% 

35-40 12 22% 

Race 

Black 9 16% 

Caucasian 44 80% 

Hispanic 2 4% 

Religion 

Catholic 23 42% 

Jewish 6 11% 

Protestant 25 45% 

Other 0 0% 

None 1 2% 

Marital Status 

Single 43 78% 

Divorced 12 22% 

Married 0 0% 
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are occupied. There are 15 clinical staff employed. The Grasmere was 

established as a residential care program in the mid 1960's when the 

community mental health movement began. In 1972 Grasmere was issued a 

license as a residential facility and in 1975 when federal regulations 

required certification at the intermediate level of care (ICF), 

Grasmere received this certification. Grasmere is also licensed by 

the Illinois Department of Public Health as an ICF and has a city of 

Chicago Board of Health license as a halfway house (See Appendix A). 

Materials 

Demographic Data Questionnaire (Face Sheet). This information was 

obtained during the admission process. All pertinent demographic 

information was typed on a standard form and placed in the resident's 

chart. 

General Information Questionnaire. The General Information Question

naire (GIQ) was devised to elicit case history information from those 

schizophrenic p8tiPnts whn din not have sufficient records to obtain 

direct measures from the Phillips scale. The process-reactive score 

was assessed by the GIQ in all cases since it has been shown to be a 

reliable estimate of the Phillips Scale score. 

The GIQ (DeWolfe, 1966) consists of 58 items, 53 being multiple 

choice; the other are five short answers. An example of a multiple 

choice question would be: How many friends did you have between the 

ages of six and tvlelve? (real friends, not just people you knew by 

name). The choices would range from no real friends to more than ten 

friends. An example of a short answer question would be: Wbat groups 

or organizations do you belong to? The forms for males and females 



are essentially the same with slight differences appropriate to the 

gender of the individual (e.g. , male fonn refers to "wife" and female 

fonn refers to "husband"). The questionnaire was usually finished in 

15 to 20 minutes. 

Validity studies have shown that neither clinical expertise or 

psychological sophistication are needed to accurately assess individ

uals on the GIQ. 

18 

Phillips Scale. The Phillips Scale (1953) was developed from case 

histories of a number of schizophrenic patients. Data which seemed to 

differentiate between those who improved and those who did not improve 

were selected. The material falls into three categories: a) the 

premorbid history, b) possible precipitating factors and, c) signs of 

the disorder. The category or premorbid history contains six subsec

tions: recent sexual adjustment, social aspects of sexual life during 

adolescence and immediately beyond, social aspects of recent sexual 

life: 30 years of age and above, social aspects of recent sexual 

life: 30 years of age and below, history of personal relations and 

recent premorbid adjustment on personal relations. The possible 

precipitating factors category contains two subsections: personal 

stresses and environmental stresses. The signs of the disorder cate

gory contains three subsections: affect and mood, impulsivity and 

thought processes. 

In establishing individual subsections, the dividing point 

between the improved groups was assigned a value of three. Data was 

arranged according to significance of improvement or nonimprovement 

away from the score of three. Each score ranged from zero to six, 
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with zero being a score showing good improvement and six being a score 

showing little or no improvement. The number of subsections in the 

section differs according to the degree of discrimination in the sub

section. For example, in the area of sexual adjustment it was possible 

to arrange case history information in seven steps of increasing 

adequacy of adjustment. The steps were assigned scores from zero to 

six. For other sections that amount of discrimination was not 

possible. 

Rotter's Scale of Internal-External Control. Rotter's Scale of 

Internal-External Control (I-E) is a scale consisting of 29 items, 

including six filler items. The scale takes approximately 15 to 30 

minutes to complete. Each item consists of a pair of alternatives 

lettered a or b. The subjects were asked to select the one they 

believed to be true and were told it was a measure of personal belief; 

therefore, there were no right or wrong answers. For example: a) One 

of the reasons we have war is that people don't take enough interest 

in politics; and b) There will always be wars, no matter how hard 

people try to prevent them. 

The significant construct validity of the scale is shown by 

predicted differences in behavior for individuals above and below the 

median of the scale. The hypotheses that are strongly supported are 

that an individual with more internal control will: 1) probably be 

more alert to his/her environment and capable of coordinating current 

information and future behavior and 2) cognizant of means to improve 

his/her environment (Rotter, 1966). 

Social Adjustment Behavior Rating Scale. The SABRS was used to measure 
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social adjustment. It was designed to be measured by a significant 

other. The scale contains 78 items and takes approximately 20 minutes 

to answer. The counselor was asked whether the person did or did not 

have the specific behavior in question. For example, "Is able to 

behave appropriately outside the horne?" is a typical question on the 

socialization level. "Can handle occasional frustrations on the job?" 

is a typical question on the work level. The scale was first used in 

38 VA hospitals, each contributing 1% of current male psychiatric 

patients. The scores suggested that the scale differentiates over a 

wide range of behaviors and the scores were normally distributed. 

When used to measure the effectiveness of a small experimental 

"milieu therapy" ward of schizophrenic patients, significant scores 

were obtained and no change was reported for the control group 

(Aurnack, 1968). The score on this scale was a partial operational 

definition of adjustment. 

Community Adaptation Schedule. The CAS was also used to measure com

munity adjustment. The CAS (Roen and Burnes, 1968) is a self report 

scale and.is designed to elicit three modes of responses: actual 

behavior, affect and cognition. Responses to the items are rated on 

a six point scale. Subjects were asked to circle the number above the 

phrase that best described them. The scaled answers are arranged so 

that the higher number scores mean better adjustment and lower scores 

mean less adequate adjustment. The 217 questions of the CAS are 

divided into six chapters, each interested in the individual's inter

actions with the community. The SLX chapters include work community 

which is answered only by wage earners. It asks questions about 
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satisfaction with current employment and income. The second chapter 

is family community and is answered by everyone. It asks about satis

faction with current family and home situations. The third chapter is 

social community and is also answered by everyone. Questions concern 

social life and satisfaction in this area. The fourth chapter is 

larger community (answered by everyone) and this section entails ques

tions about activities outside the home and satisfaction.with leisure 

time activities. The fifth chapter is commercial community. Also 

answered by everyone, it includes questions about budgeting, financial 

matters, and the person's future in this area. The final chapter is 

professional community, completed by everyone. Questions concern the 

extent of using social service agencies and the satisfaction with them 

(See Appendix B). Studies concerning construct validity for the CAS 

indicate that the person who was adjusted to his or her community as 

measured by the CAS score was usually more affable, reliable and self 

actualizing (Cook and Josephs, 1970). 

According to Weissman (1975), the most definitive application 

of the scale has been in multi-treatment studies of aftercare. The 

items include a combination of lifelong behavior and current behavior 

and, therefore, becomes potentially less sensitive for evaluative 

research. This consideration should be kept in mind in relation to 

the present study. 

Selection and Training of Raters 

Each new resident was assigned a primary counselor on admission. 

For the most part, counselors were assigned on an arbitrary basis 

unless the psychological history indicated a difficulty in working 



with individuals of a specific gender, race or religion. 

Each primary counselor carries a caseload of 20-25 residents. 

If an individual on their caseload was participating in the study, 

they became the rater for that individual. The primary counselor 

serves as the direct service provider in the program. They are 

responsible for skills training, activities and behavioral programs. 
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Two in-service meetings were held for the purpose of training 

the raters in assessing individuals on the SABRS and in scoring the 

GIQ on the Phillips Scale. The first meeting was used to explain the 

SABRS. To illustrate the use of the instrument the experimenter chose 

individuals from each raters' caseload, not participating in the 

study, and asked the rater to assess that resident on the SABRS. The 

instrument was scored for each individual and was followed by a discus

sion of the differing levels of social adjustment. The second meeting 

was used to explain the construction of the Phillips Scale and how the 

GIQ could be utilized when insufficient case histories existed. 

Each subject was rated on the SABRS three days after admission 

and again in six months by the second rater who remained constant 

throughout the study. On a random basis this second rater did a 

second SABRS on a subject three days after admission. The reliability 

measurements were assessed for socialization level, work level and 

total social adjustment level. Reliability coefficients were very 

satisfactory for the SABRS measurement of socialization level 

(.£ = .916), work level(.£= .911) and total measurement(.£= .936). 

Procedure 

On admission to the Grasmere Residential Horne, the I-E, GIQ and 
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the CAS were administered to alternate subjects. As described in the 

previous section, the scales determined locus of control, level of 

prernorbid adjustment and level of community adjustment. Each individ

ual was given a description of the research and requested to sign a 

consent form if he or she wished to participate (See Appendix C). All 

subjects received an identification number, thereby retaining anonymity. 

Numbers were assigned in chronological order for the two groups. 

Dates of admission were recorded so that the posttests were administered 

an the appropriate date (six months later). 

Each new resident was assigned a primary counselor. The new 

resident's orientation involved a three day structured program, includ

ing complete physical, vocational and socialization assessments, as 

well as orientation to the procedures of the horne and the surrounding 

community. During this three day period, there was an initial staff

ing, including all clinical staff, to plan the course of treatment for 

the individual. After this period, the individual was assessed on the 

SABRS by the primary counselor. A second judge rated a random sample 

of subjects so that the inter-rater reliability could be assessed on 

the SABRS; this second judge remained constant throughout the study. 

After one month, a comprehensive long-term treatment plan and 

the first in a series of short term (three months) plans were con

structed conjointly by the primary counselor and the resident. The 

short term goals were re-assessed and revised every three months. 

They reflected intermediate steps toward the long-term goals. The 

primary counselor also did a weekly note on the individual, charting 

progress with respect to various aspects of the program. 
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The post-test date was six months after admission. Subjects who 

were not pre-tested, were rated after six months on locus of control, 

level of premorbid adjustment and community adjustment. They too were 

rated on social adjustment by their primary counselor. The group that 

was pre-tested was asked to assess themselves again on the CAS. They 

were not required to take the I-E or the GIQ for a second time. The 

clinical staff member that did the random second rating also did all 

of the SABRS second ratings. No tests were scored until all 55 subjects 

had been post-tested. This was done to avoid any bias on the part of 

the counselors or the experimenter. 

Design and Statistical Analysis 

A separate sample pre-test post-test design (Campbell and Stanley, 

1963) was utilized. All subjects were post-tested at the designated 

six month follow-up date. The pretest-posttest group and the posttest 

only group were placed in their respective cells. Cells were deter

mined by two independent variables: locus of control and premorbid 

adjustment. The scores of the behavior and community adjustment 

scales (dependent variables) were placed in appropriate cells (See 

Table 2). As indicated by Table 2, the data was analyzed in the fol

lowing manner. Regarding community adjustment (CAS score) the effects 

of locus of control and premorbid adjustment were ana~rzed in a two 

(internal or external locus of control) by two (process or reactive 

schizophrenia) analysis of variance. An additional 2X2 analysis of 

variance (same independent variables) 1vere performed on social adjust

ment (SABRS score). For those subjects who were pre-tested, the 

effects of the treatment program on community adjustment (CAS) and 



Locus of 
Control Internal 

External 

Table 2 

Statistical Design for Cell Placement 

Pretest 
Prernorbid Adjustment 
Process Reactive 

CAS CAS 

CAS CAS E 

Pretest 
Premorbid Ad jus tmen t 
Process Reactive 

SABRS Si\BRS l 

Si\.BR.S SARRS F 

Locus of 
Control lntcmctl 

Extcm;J! 

Posttes t 
Premorbid Adjustment 
Process Reactive 

CAS 

CAS 

( '.',C 
.''\.) 

CAS 

C\S E 

Posttest 
Premorbid Adjustment 
Process Reactive 

SABHS SABR.S 

SA.BRS SABRS 

l'osttest Only 
Prcmotbid Adjustwcnt 
f'roccss Reactive 

SABR5 SA13f~S 

( '\~) L SAlmS SABRS 
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social adjustment (SABRS) was examined by appropriate !_-tests within 

each of the four cells generated by the locus of control and premorbid 

adjustment matrix. 

Selected demographic information (age, sex, race, and marital 

status) were also examined to insure that their contribution as deter

minant factors was minimal. 



CHA.PTER IV 

RESULTS 

The results will be discussed in the following format: first, 

the relationship between the two independent variables will be 

examined; the three hypotheses of the study will be discussed with 

regard to community adjustment (CAS scores); and, finally, the three 

hypotheses will be discussed with regard to social adjustment (SABRS 

scores). 

The Relationship Between Loc11s of Control and Premorbid Adjustment 

A chi-square analysis of the locus of control (2) by premorbid 

adjustment (2) table (See Table 3) demonstrated that the distribution 

of subjects was significantly different than that expected, 

X2 (1) = 5. 36, p < • OS. The difference in mean premorbid adjustment 

scores between the internal and external group is also noteworthy, 

although it did not reach significance, t (53) =E.< .10. Means are 

reported in Table 3 . 

. ~other point that deserves comment regards the consistency of 

measurement of these two variables over time. To check the assumption 

that locus of control and premorbid adjustment are stable characteris-

tics irregardless of treatment or time, locus of control and premorbid 

adjustment scores of the pretest-posttest group and the posttest only 

group were compared. Although no difference was found for the premor-

bid adjustment scores, the difference between locus of control scores 

7'7 
~I 



Table 3 

Subject Distribution in the Premorbid 
Adjustment by Locus of Control ~'latrix 

Premorbid Adjustment Premorbid 
Process Reactive Adjustment 

Locus of Internal 10 13 23 x = 14.91 
Control 

External 21 11 32 x = 17.00 

31 24 

Locus of 
Control (~ X= 10.84 X= 8.62 

Note: X2 (1) = 5.36, £ < .05. 
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for the pretest-posttest group (~ = 10.70, ~ = 27) and those for the 

posttest group only group (~ = 9.07, N = 23) approached significance, 

! (53) = -1.79, p < .10. 

Locus of Control, Premorbid Adjustment and Community Adjustment 
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To test for the hypotheses of this study with regard to community 

adjustment, CJ\S scores (pre- and post-test) from the pretest-posttest 

group were compared by using correlated t-tests. There was an overall 

improvement on the total C~S score from pretest to posttest within the 

pretest-posttest group. On the pretest (~ = 140.03, ~ = 27) and on the 

posttest C! = 151.07),! (26) = -2.83, E < .01. Additionally, overall 

improvement was found on the CAS summation score. For the pretest 

(~ = 499.07, ~ = 27) and on the posttest (~ = 534.18, ~ = 27), ~ (26) 

= -2.37, p < .OS. A closer look at the more specific subsections 

showed an increase from pretest to posttest within the pretest-posttest 

group concerning work level: pretest (~ = 3.96, ~ = 27) and posttest 

C! = 9.07, ~ = 27),! (26) = -4.47, p < .001. To test for the effect 

of the pretest, the posttest (pretest-posttest group) and the posttest 

(posttest only group) 1vere analyzed through the use of ~-tests. There 

was no significant difference on seven of the ten scored subsections 

of the CAS. There were significant differences on larger community, 

commercial community and the affect score. On the subsection of 

larger community, the posttest only group (~ = 19.85, ~ = 28) and 

the pretest-posttest group (17.96, ~ = 27) differed significantly, 

! (53) = 2.57, E < .05. The same was true for the subsection of com

mercial community; the posttest only group CK = 20.00, ~ = 28) and the 

pretest-posttest group (X= 17.85, N = 27) had significant differences 
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in scores, ~(53) = 2.37, £ < .05. Finally a difference was indicated 

in the affect of subjects: the posttest only group C! = 4.23, ~ = 28) 

and the pretest-posttest group C! = 3.90, ~ = 27),! (53)= 2.64, 

E < .OS. 

To test the second and third hypotheses, a 2 (premorbid adjust

ment) by 2 (locus of control) analysis of variance with follow-up 

t-tests were used. Although the overall analysis did not result in 

significant effect of premorbid adjustment on community adjustment, 

there was one specific finding: on the C~S summation scores the 

reactive group (~ = 587.70) was found to score significantly higher 

than the process group C! = 520.4),! (53)= 2.97, £ < .01. 

Locus of control was a significant factor on several subsections 

of the CAS. The difference between mean CAS summation scores of the 

internally controlled group (~ = 532.60, ~ = 10) and the externally 

controlled group (~ = 453.83, N = 12) reached significance, F (1,18) 

= 8.787, £ < .01. 

The ~ mean pretest (pretest-posttest group) also reached 

significance in terms of locus of control. The internally controlled 

group C! = 21.69, ~ = 10) scored significantly higher than the exter

nally controlled group(~= 15.45, ~ = 12), f (1,18) = 6.033, £ < .OS. 

Additionally, in the subsection of larger community the internally 

controlled group (~ = 20.60, ~ = 10) and the externally controlled 

group (~ = 17.83, ~ = 12) differed significantly,! (20) = 2.23, 

£ < .OS. Then on the professional community subsection, the internals 

(~ = 18.60, ~ = 10) and the externals (~ = 12.75, ~ = 12) differed 

significantly, t (20) = 2.34, £ < .05, again in favor of the internals. 
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Although the overall analysis of the CAS posttest did not result in 

significant effect, there was one significant finding within the sub

sections. The CAS cognition estimate was found to be significant with 

regards to locus of control. Internals C~: = 91. 90, J:i = 55) were found 

to score higher than externals C! = 88.50, N =55), I (1,43) = 4.18, 

.2_ < • OS. 

A further finding was the significance of sex on the CAS profes

sional community subsection; the difference in scores for the females 

(~ = 17.06, ~ = 15) and the males (~ = 13.08, N = 12) reached signifi

cance, I (1,15) = 5.32, ~ < .OS. 

Locus of Control, Premoruid Adjustment and Social Adjustment 

The scores on the SABRS will be analyzed in terms of the three 

hypotheses of the study. 

To test the first hypothesis, with regard to the SABRS score, 

the (pre- and post-test) of the pretest-posttest group were compared 

by using correlated t-tests. The results are summarized in Table 4. 

As Table 4 indicates, significant improvement was reflected over the 

six month period on the socialization level, work level and the total 

SABRS score. 

To test the second and third hypotheses a 2 (premorbid adjust

ment) by 2 (locus of control) analysis of variance with follow-up 

t-tests was utilized. The overall analysis of the SABRS total score 

between the reactives (~ = 24.23, ~ = 24) and the process (~ = 20.83, 

~ = 31) did reach significance, I (1,43) = 5.69, ~ < .OS. In the sub

section of socialization level there was a significant finding on the 

posttest (pretest-posttest group and the posttest only group), reactives 



Table 4 

Within Group Pretest-Posttest 
Comparison of the Means on the SABRS 

Variable 

Socialization Pre 

Level Post 

Work Pre 

Level Post 

SABRS Pre 

TOfAL Post 

**p < .01 
***£ < .0001 

.N 

27 

27 

27 

Mean 

20.925 

23.370 

16.629 

19.333 

19.000 

22.111 

32 

t-Value 

-5.53*** 

-3.32** 

-4.96** 
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C! = 20.54, ~ = 24) and process CK = 17.96, ~ = 31 reached significance, 

t (53) = £ < .05. A premorbid adjustment by locus of control interac

action effect was noted when analyzing work level posttest, !::_ (1,43) 

= 5.70, £ < .05. A closer analysis of this interaction determined a 

relationship between internal locus of control and reactive schizo-

phrenia. The combination of these two specific variables indicated 

more improvement in work level than the other variable combinations. 

Internal reactives C! = 23.07, ~ = 14) showed more improvement than 

the other three combined (internal-process, external-reactive, and 

external-process) groups: (~ = 17.93, N = 33), t (45) = 4.10, 

E. < • 001. 

In all areas of the SABRS pretest (pretest-posttest group) 

internals scored significantly higher than externals. On the total 

social adjustment score: internals C! = 22.20, ~ = 10) and the 

externals C! = 16.58, ~ = 12), !::_ (1,18) = 6.64, £ < .05. Scores 

significantly differed on the subsection of work level, the internals 

C! = 20.10, ~ = 10) scored higher than externals C! = 14.66, ~ = 12), 

!::_ (1,18) = 6.14, £ < .05. Finally, the socialization scores for the 

internals C! = 23.70~ ~ = 10) and externals CK = 18.25, ~ = 12), 

!::_ (1,18) = 4.81, £ < .05 also reached significance. Overall signifi

cance was not reached for the total SABRS score but the work level 

subsection posttest did reach significance; internals C! = 21.04, 

N = 23) and externals C! = 17.95, ~ = 24),! (45) = 2.45, £ < .001. 

A discussion of these results will be presented in Chapter V. 

,, ' ' 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The discussion of the study will be presented in t1vo sections. 

The first section will analyze the experimental findings and their 

relation to current research. The second section 1vill discuss metho

dology and implications for future research. 

Experimental Findings 

The hypothesis that positive social adjustment among schizo

phrenics can be enhanced by a comprehensive aftercare program was con

firmed by this study. Although causality cannot be determined due to 

extraneous variables, the operational definitions and hypotheses con

cerning community adjustment were confirmed. On the CAS total score, 

there was significant change in scores from the pretest to the posttest 

in the pretest-posttest group. .Analysis also indicated significant 

score differences in the summation scores and work scores. These 

findings indicate that community adjustment increased over time on 

the total CAS score. Especially noteworthy 1vas the increase on the 

1vork level subsection. These findings appear to parallel those of 

Purvis and Miskimins (1970), whose findings strongly supported the 

fact that high vocational adjustment and general commllllity adjustment 

were achieved through a comprehensive aftercare program. 

To help in controlling for lack of objectivity or inconsistent 

perspective on the part of the resident, the SABRS was utilized in 

34 
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assessing social adjustment by the primary cotmselor. On the two sub

sections (work and socialization level) and the total score there was 

significant increase in scores over the six month period. One inter

pretation of this finding could be that over this six month period 

each resident became a 'inember" of the halfway house and therefore 

behaviors which were once considered objectionable now became 

acceptable in light of rater familiarity and tolerance of each resi

dent. However, there are two controls in this study that appear to 

contraindicate such a conclusion. First, there is the objectivity of 

the SABRS scale. Counselors were asked for specific behavior criteria, 

not impressions. A scale such as this was utilized so as to cotmter

act the ambiguity that is possible through other types of question

naires relying on assessments of attitude and intrapsychic change. 

Secondly, a second rater was chosen to assess inter-rater reliability. 

The reliability coefficients on the socialization level, work level, 

and total score adjustment reflected strong agreement on all levels 

between raters. The high reliability coefficients and objectivity of 

the scale aid in reflecting behavior change eru1ancing social adjustment. 

To test for the effect of the pretest, the posttest of the pre

test-post-test group and the post-test of the posttest only group were 

compared on the CAS scores. The analysis indicated no significant 

difference on the sections of work commtmity, family commtmity, 

social commtmity, and professional community. There were significant 

differences in the sections of commercial community and larger com

munity. On the three modes of response there were no differences 

noted in behavior and cognition but there was a difference noted in 
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affect. In reviewing the CAS questionnaire as an aid in elucidating 

why the subsections of larger community, commercial community and 

affect would be significantly higher for the posttest only group, it 

became clear that many of the questions posed to the residents in 

these sections were not germane to their lifest;rle. The questions in 

the larger community subsection of the CAS ask questions about involve

ment in organized religion, importance in keeping up with current 

events and views on local politics. The commercial community asks 

questions about money management, savings programs, and modern techno

logy as it is used in the home. 

It appears that much of the pretest group relied on memory in 

answering the C~S for the second time due to the feeling that the 

questions were not applicable to them. Hmvcver, the posttest only 

group was seeing the scale for the first time and perhaps had not 

formulated a decision. The more technical and abstract emphasis of 

these sections could also be a contributing factor in the difference 

between the affect score from the pretest-posttest group to the post

test only group. Feedback that was received by the experimenter con

cerning the CAS clearly indicated that although residents felt enthu

siastic about the scale on the pretest, they failed to show the same 

enthusiasm on the posttest, verbalizing dissatisfaction with the length 

of the test and the time factor involved in finishing the scale. 

All 55 subjects were scored on each of the scales and then were 

placed in the appropriate cell. The cells were designated by the 

dependent variables of locus of control and premorbid adjustment (See 

Table 3). The analysis indicated that the process group was more 



externally controlled than the reactive group. This finding corre

sponds with the finding by Lottman and DeWolfe (1972); process 

schizophrenics were more external in control than reactive schizo

phrenics. 
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There is some controversy about the stability of premorbid 

adjustment over time. To check the stability of these characteristics, 

the premorbid adjustment scores of the pretest-posttest group and the 

posttest only group were compared. No significance was found, which 

seems to indicate that premorbid adjustment is more than a fluctuating 

characteristic. The pretest-posttest group was compared regarding 

locus of control and the findings approached significance. Smith 

(1970) indicates a significant change in locus of control over a six 

month period for those admitted to a psychiatric hospital in a state 

of crisis. Since residents are not assessed as being in a state of 

crisis on admission, the change in scores cannot be attributed to a 

change from crisis to normalcy. There can only be conjecture at this 

point due to the lack of statistical data, but the variable of time 

in the halfway house could be a contributing factor in changing the 

locus of control score. This assumption is contrary to that of 

Steinberg, et.al. (1974) and Lottman and DeWolfe (1972) who indicate 

that locus of control is a stable characteristic and not the result 

of current symptoms. The implications for future research will be 

discussed in the second section of this chapter. 

In discussing the second and third hypotheses, the CAS will 

be discussed first in regard to premorbid adjustment and locus of 

control. The SABRS will then be discussed in terms of the two 



independent variables. The second hypothesis, that reactive schizo

phrenics will improve in community adjustment more than process 

schizophrenics, was confirmed by CAS and SABRS scores. Also the 

third hypothesis, that internally controlled subjects would improve 

more than externally controlled subjects, was also confirmed by the 

CAS and SABRS scores. 

An overall analysis of the CAS on premorbid adjustment did not 

show significance. The summation score, however, did indicate the 

reactive group scoring significantly higher than the process group. 
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Locus of control was a significant factor on several subsections 

of the CAS: the summation, mean pretest, larger community and pro

fessional community. In each case the internally controlled group 

received scores significantly higher than the externally controlled 

group. These findings are supported by Phares (1973) research in 

which internals were shown to be better able to influence the course 

of their lives through interaction with the environment. There is a 

noteworthy finding on the CAS posttest which reflects the level of 

cognition of the resident. Again the internals scored significantly 

higher than the externals. 

To analyze if there was any significance in the premorbid adjust

ment by locus of control (See Table 3) an analysis was done using pre

morbid adjustment (2) by locus of control (2) by sex (2) by age (4). 

Significance was found on the subsection of professional community 

between males and females. Females scored significantly higher in 

this area than males. This finding was interesting and it indicates 

that women are more apt to utilize social service agencies and express 



satisfaction with them than males. This finding could be reflective 

of our society in that it enables women more avenues for assistance 

than it does males. 
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The overall analysis of the SA.BRS and premorbid adjustment 

reflected significant findings. On the subsection of work level, 

socialization level and total social adjustment score the reactives 

scored higher than the process. These findings are supported by 

DeWolfe (1974). He found that poor performance on tasks of process 

schizophrenics were due to essentially three factors. The first was 

their thought processes which were blunted by poor cognitive develop

ment. The second was their lack of desire to require germane informa

tion to accomplish a task and the third was the lack of involvement 

in task demands. Data presented at the APA and reported by Higgins 

(1972) found that process schizophrenics have larger than normal 

personal space requirements. Due to the size of the halfway house 

and the close proximity of all residents and staff, it seems reasonable 

that the reactive schizophrenics would improve more than the process 

because they would not have difficulty with close contact. 

In all areas of the SABRS pretest on locus of control, the 

internals scored significantly higher than the externals. The work 

level posttest indicated the same relationship between reactive and 

process schizophrenics. 

A premorbid adjustment by locus of control effect was noted when 

analyzing the work level posttest. The combination of internal locus 

of control and reactive schizophrenia appears foremost in assessing 

potential for increase in work level. 
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This study seems to clearly indicate that reactive schizophrenics 

who are more internally controlled adjust best to the community within 

a comprehensive aftercare program. Although unaccounted for extraneous 

variables were present, it seems plausible to evaluate the aftercare 

program as an effective contribution to rehabilitation and social 

integration. 

Information on locus of control and premorbid adjustment should 

be considered as tools for decisions concerning ward placement, 

community placement, and time of discharge. 

Now that we see the heterogeneity involved in a group previously 

perceived comparable, how do we assess them in terms of the same 

rehabilitation model? This study seems to indicate that we should 

not. It seems a disservice to each resident to formulate treatment 

plans and long term goals based on often times scanty social histories 

and global diagnoses. 

This study clearly delineates a group that can use the halfv.ray 

house as a transitional living facility and those that will use it as 

more of a permanent residence. Nonetheless, with the overall distinc

tion between process-reactive schizophrenia, internal-external control 

and the subsequent empirical evidence. there is very little change in 

terms of residents actually using the halfway house as a transitional 

living facility. It appears that the lumping together of ex

psychiatric patients does not prove beneficial to the higher function

ing residents due to tl1e unavoidable reinforcement of inappropriate 

behavior and increased potential for institutionalization. The 

resident population of this particular halnvay house is 210 with a 



clinical staff of 15 covering each 24 hour period. !t is therefore 

difficult for residents to receive individualized attention. Many 

learn tl1at one way to receive attention is to act out behaviorally. 

Again, due to the home's size, the lines for meals, medication, and 

money are similar to those in institutional settings. Another aspect 

inhibiting the potential of the halfway house concept is the welfare 

system. The system exe1rrplifies the benefits of remaining disabled so 

as to continue receiving monetary benefits. This study chose to 

explore a halfway house that is attempting to overcome some of these 

inhibiting factors. 

Implications for Future Research 
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A question that arose during the study was the factor of environ

mental stability and its role in increased social and community adjust

ment. It is possible that a stable environment over a particular 

length of time could account for the change in scores. Possible 

future research could involve a comparative study of patients admitted 

to a long term psychiatric hospital, patients discharged to a halfway 

house, and patients discharged back to their family. After a 

specified period they could be tested on the CAS and SABRS. 

This study indicated, as defined by operational definitions of 

community and social adjustment the subjects did improve. Although 

not negating extraneous variables, it is assumed the treatment component 

of the halfway house was an integral factor in the improvement . 

. ~other relevant study could include these instruments for residents 

in other halfway houses. It could be used as an evaluative measure 

for the home, but, could also indicate that differing subgroups attain 



increasing communit)r adjustment in different settings. 

The finding in this study indicated a less than significant 

change in locus of control from externally controlled to more inter

nally controlled over a six month period. It is possible that the 

six month period was not long enough to reach a significant change. 

Therefore, a follow-up study is indicated for all subjects who were 

pretested on the locus of control scale in this study to assess if 

there is a significant change over a one year period. 
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This study has utilized the CAS and the SABRS in assessing com

munity and social adjustment and the use of premorbid adjustment and 

locus of control in assessing potential for community adjustment. The 

potential for research is pervasive. There is not only a great need 

to evaluate programs but also to further specify criteria appropriate 

for placement. In delineating groups among the psychiatric population 

and specifying characteristics, we stand an improved chance of reJucing 

heterogeneity, establishing different models for rehabilitation accord

ing to subgroups, and reaching optimal level of functioning. 
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THE GRASMERE REHABILITATION PROGRAM 

I. PHILOSOPHY OF THE PROGRAM 

Grasmere is a privately owned community based residential program 
which rests on two basic premises; 
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1) every human being has the right and the ability to maximize his 
own unique potential for a functional and fulfilling life; 

2) within the boundaries set be genetics and physical disability, 
all non-functional aspects of a person's life style have been 
learned and, therefore, have the real potential for being 
repaired through new learning. 

Because of these two assumptions, the program is essentially a con
tractual arrangement between the resident and the Home to effect 
positive and identifiable changes in the resident's life. Since this 
contract must be tailored to the uniqueness of the individual, the 
Long-Term Plan becomes, in effect, a description of the program as 
it exists for that person. On the other hand, since we do not have 
an infinite range of services and delivery styles, we work with 
those people whose needs coincide with our expertise. 

II. THEORETICAL CONTEXT FOR THE PROGRA\1 

Describing an ongoing program is similar to asking an individual 
to give you a description of himself, since programs tend to have 
an organic life of their own. ·when someone does this, he usually 
has to give you not only a picture of what he is doing now but also 
an idea of what influences have brought him to where he is now and 
what goals and plans he has for the future, this being based on the 
Gestalt principle that past, present and future are all a part of 
the real present (cf. Lewin's concept of psychological space). 

Although it is true that "there is nothing new under the sun" this 
is at the same time untrue, especially in the field of therapeutic 
intervention. No program is entirely a replication of another or 
an exact implementation of a theory, and no program is entirely 
unique and without precedent. Consequently, in order to place the 
Grasmere program in perspective, I would like to refer to some of 
the theoretical concepts which provide a frame of reference for the 
program. I do this acknowledging the fact that people assimilate 
ideas according to their own style and choose from among possible 
interpretations and approaches. This presentation of concepts is 
necessarily selective and truncated, as it represents a static and 
random sampling of the ideas and experiences 1~hich have influenced 
those of us who have formulated the program. 

Differences in goals of rehabilitation and psychotherapy: Rehabili
tation is aimed at restoring the individual to a productive place 
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in the community, productive being loosely defined as that which 
makes for a fulfilled life. Psychotherapy is oriented more toward 
internal emotional and characterological changes. Often both are 
necessary for a person who has been traumatized by any sort of 
disability or institutionalization. However, even though they are 
almost always 'together', this doesn't mean they are the same thing. 

The need to e~erience competence: In his now classic article 
published in49, Robert 1~hite proposed that all animals, and 
especially human beings, have a basic biological, as well as psycho
logical, need for 'competence', by which he meant efficacy in 
dealing with their environment. 

The therapeutic milieu and the therapeutic community: Starting 
with Maxwell Jones and George Fairweather, therapeutic programs 
have evolved which emphasize the effectiveness of the total at
mosphere and which involve both client ·and staff in a therapeutic 
alliance. The assumption here is that everyone is a member of the 
community and a possible therapeutic agent for every other person. 

Internal vs. external locus of control: Part of the research in 
this area points to the fact that persons institutionalized in 
psychiatric facilities very often fall towards the external locus 
end of the scale; i.e., they assume that all effects which they 
experience are due to forces outside of themselves and not under 
the control of their own behaviors. This concept emphasizes that 
the goal of therapeutic intervention with individuals is movement 
from this external to an internal position, since the latter is 
correlated with successful functioning in the community. · 

The relationship between coping and deviant behavior: This is the 
nee-Freudian (Lois ~furphy) approach to the concept of defense 
mechanisms wherein the ego is allowed to develop ways of interact
ing with the world which not only are survival oriented but also 
are congruent with the behavior of others. It is a health oriented 
rather than a disease way of looking at adaptive behavior. It 
also includes to some extent the ideas of R. D. Laing on the schizo
phrenic response to the perceived world. 

Deviant behavior as learned: This does not preclude the possibility 
that there is biological lnsufficiency or abnormality, nor does it 
deny the effects of emotional and environmental stresses on the 
individual. It emphasizes the role of learning in the formation 
of behaviors geared toward the individual's survival and interac
tion with his world and is derived from principles of reinforcement 
theory. 

The Humanistic premise that therapeutic change is only possible in 
the context of an I-Thou interaction between human beings who 
accept and value the intrinsic worth and dignity of each other. 
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There are other writers whose ideas are similar to those mentioned 
above: Glasser and the concept of reality therapy; Azrin and Allyon 
and the use of direct behavior modification in the elimination of 
psychiatric symptoms; Schneidman and Faberow whose work on suicide 
seems especially relevant to dealing \vith depressed persons; 
Lazarus and the concept of multimodal therapy; Silligman and the 
concept of learned helplessness. 

I I I . PROGRAl\1 CONI'El'JT 

The Grasmere program integrates vocational, recreational, social 
and behavioral sub-programs. In each of these, the goal is the 
same, i.e., that the person obtain an optimal level of functioning 
in an environment that is supportive. The following is a brief 
description of these sub-programs: 

The vocational program consists of a graduated series of work set
tings. Ind1v1duals participate in these settings according to 
their capabilities and personal employment goals. The most 
sheltered type of vocational placement is involvement in the 
licensed internal work program·. Here individuals perform tasks in 
various departments of the Home. A more structured and more 
demanding work setting is the sheltered workshop which is operated 
on the premises by Trilogy, Inc. There are two of these, and they 
stress the establishment of work habits related to an industrial 
setting. 

These internal programs are used for either of two purposes. The 
first is to provide long-term employment for those who by reason 
of either age of functional level are inappropriate for vocational 
programs outside the Home. The second purpose is to provide a 
transitional program for persons who are preparing to enter other 
training positions who are in a temporary crisis, or who are waiting 
out the referral process to either a training or employment program. 

The third level in this series is a diverse group of sheltered 
workshops and training programs run by various community agencies. 
The major resources at this time are Trilogy, Inc., a community 
based workshop, Japanese American Service Committee Workshop, 
Chicago School and Workshop for the Retarded, Chicago-Read Central 
Workshop, Jewish Vocational Services Workshop and Diagnostic Center, 
Thresholds, and Chicago Goodwill Rehabilitation Training Center. 
The following table presents a typical monthly summary of the 
vocational involvement of Grasrnere residents. Also included under 
vocational program are the use of community-based, day-long therapy 
programs and local educational programs. Among those used are 
Chandler Park, Edgewater-Uptown Day Program, Barclay Day Hospital, 
;-J"orthwestern University Hospital Day Treatment Program, Chicago 
Community Colleges, Urban Progress Center programs and Ravenswood 
Day Center. 



AGE AND TYPE OF VOCATIONAL INVOLVEviENT FOR RESIDE\JTS 
GRAS!v1ERE RESIDE:-..1'IAL HCME AS OF APRIL, 1979 (TOTAL CH.JSUS 201) 

Under 26 36 46 56 Over 
26 35 45 55 65 65 

In-Horne Workshops 6 9 12 21 16 7 
Grasrnere Work Program 9 15 3 4 7 2 
Grasrnere Pre-vocational Program 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Community Workshops 0 1 7 10 3 4 
Training Programs 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Competitive Employ:ment Full-Time 0 1 0 1 0 0 
Competitive Employment Part-Time 0 0 0 1 0 0 

TOTAL 142 or 71% of Census 

Some residents begin at an even lower level of development with 
respect to vocational skills. This is especially true among the 
younger residents whose academic and social learning has been 
interrupted or stopped due to repeated or lengthy instutionaliza
tions. At a crucial period (middle to late teens) they have 
identified as "patients" and, consequently, have developed the 
repetoire of feelings, thoughts and actions appropriate to this 
social definition of themselves. For them the vocational aspect 
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of the program initially consists of training in the role behaviors 
of an autonomous adult (e.g., de~ision making, personal responsi
bility, social responsibility). It also involves a great deal of 
one-on-one counseling to help the person learn to incorporate these 
behaviors into an adult self-concept. In addition, for those whose 
basic academic skills are below survival level, there is tutoring 
in reading, ~~iting, arithmetic and English as a second language. 
For those somewhat more skilled, there is an in-Horne pre-GED pro
gram. 

The social skills tralillng and the recreational programs may be 
described together, since the activities available in the Horne 
often serve to meet goals of both. The social skills training pro
gram not only aims at improving social interaction skills but also 
at establishing community living skills. Again, it operates for 
people who differ widely in functional level. At one end are 
those persons requiring the re-establishment of minimal communica
tion skills to reverse the process of isolation often brought about 
by long years of institutionalization. For those already able to 
communicate, there are both structured and unstructured groups and 
activities available. These, again, demand varying degrees of 
active participation and referrals are made in accordance with 
individual needs. At the other end are those whose social skills 
are adequate and who wish to learn to enhance the quality of their 
social encounters so as to bring more joy into their lives. 

TI1e recreational aspect of the program aims at preparing individuals 
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to adequately structure leisure time in a reinforcing way. Acti
vities such as movies, concerts and table games are low in social 
demand and often serve as an easy entry for a person who is com
fortable being with others but not adept at direct social involve
ment. Exercise groups, ping pong, pool tournaments and discussion 
clubs involve residents to a greater degree of social interaction. 
Skill groups such as cooking club and writer's group are oriented 
towards special interests and activities of daily living. All 
skills groups are planned, have a definite cycle duration and a 
syllabus outlining what is covered in each meeting. 

Structured activities are an important part of most Long-Term 
Care Plans. They are scheduled to complement the vocational skills 
training and, thus, are offered in the traditional non-work hours 
(i.e., evenings and weekends). 

For both social and recreational development, the younger and more 
active residents are encouraged to utilize community resources and 
contacts to decrease dependence upon organizational support. There 
is an Activities Advisory Board, composed of residents, which 
organizes many of the special events and field trips. The table 
below presents a typical schedule of a week's activities. This 
schedule is revised every week and is available the day before 
that week begins in order to insure that people can make decisions 
concerning which activities they may choose to attend. 

The term behavioral program is used to refer to those aspects of the 
Grasmere Program which address themselves to particular individual 
needs that do not fit into the description of the other programs. 
Examples of these are re-establishing habits of basic hygiene, 
clothing, room care, budgeting and managing money, alleviation of 
crisis distress, restructuring of dynamic factors (psychotherapy). 
Outside of short-term crisis intervention, psychotherapy is a 
service which we seek from other community resources. These pro
grams are often in the form of 'contracts' entered into by the 
resident and the staff and sometimes include, as parties to the 
contract, members of the resident's family or personnel of other 
service agencies. 

IV. STAFF 

If the program as described above is to be an effective and posi
tive experience for the individual resident, it must take place 
within the context of a supportive and therapeutic environment. 
A major factor in creating such an environment is the selection of 
staff who bring to their job not only functional ability but also 
personal attributes that facilitate personal growth and develop
ment. This approach to staff selection extends to all departments 
of the Home, not just to the areas which are specifically clinical. 
~1aids, cooks and maintenance people are equally responsible for 
the preservation of a therapeutic atmosphere. The following 
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IW'PE1'UNGS fu'® EVHITS 
May 19 - May 25, 1979 

SATURDAY 9:00 am Community Adventures 
May 19 Group Staff Community Room 

8:00 pm Birthday Party Staff Dining Room 

SUNDAY 2:00pm Theatre Experience Rich Dining Room 
May 20 3:30 pm Bible Study Group Dining Room 

7:00pm Rummy Jeanette Dining Room 
8:00 pm Yoga Bobbi 3rd Fl. TV Room 
8:00pm Photography Group Lee Beauty Shop 

ivlONDAY 10:00 am \IJha t ' s Go imz On Staff Community Room 
Mav 21 2:00 Pill Bingo Martha Dining Room 

8:00 Pill Thinking Grasmere Rich Dining Room 
8:00 pm Po keno Jeanette Comrrn.mity Room 
8:30pm Arts and Crafts Becky Community Room 

TIJESDAY 10:00 am What's Going On Staff Community Room 
May 22 2:30 pm Bingo Jeanette Dining Room 

6:30pm Baseball: Central 
Plaza Staff Lincoln Park 

7:30 pm Pre Vocational Group Lee Dining Room 
7:30 pm Social Group Bob Dining Room 
8:00 pm Women's Beauty Shop Carvie 120 Shop 
8:30pm Job Mart Lee Dining Room 
8:30 pm Activity Advisory 

Board Bob Dining Room 

WEDNESDAY 10:00 am lvbat 's Going On Staff Community Room 
May 23 2:30 pm Horseracing Jeanette Dining Room 

6:30 pm English as a Second 
Language Susan 120 Shop 

7:15 pm Stitch in Time Sally Community Room 
7:30pm Dance Classes Becky Dining Room 
8:30 pm Exercise Group Sally Gym 

THURSDAY 10:00 am \~bat's Going On Staff Community Room 
May 24 2:30 pm BLmCO Jeanette Community Room 

6:30 pm Library Films Staff Bezazian Library 
7:00 pm Education Classes Marie 120 Shop 
7:00 pm Women's Hygiene 

Group Jean Beauty Shop 
7:15pm Cooking Group Marian Kitchen 
8:00 pm Self Expression 

Group Bobbi 3rd Fl. TV Room 
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FRIDAY 10:00 am \~bat's Going On Staff Corrnnunity Room 
May 25 2:00pm Library Films Herman Dining Room 

7:00pm Bunco Jeanette Corrnnunity Room 
7:00 pm Mind Relaxation 

Group Fred 3rd Fl. TV Room 
8:00 pm Men's Hygiene Group Fred Beauty Shop 
8:00 pm Women's Exploration 

Group Carvie 3rd Fl. TV Room 
8:00 pm Create a Card Jean Corrnnunity Room 

OUR BASEBALL SEASON STARTS THIS WEEK. COME OUT AND JOIN THE FUN Ai''ill 
CHEER ON OUR TEAM. 

INFOR\1ATION ON FREE EVE"'JTS FOR THE WEEK A.t'ID INFORtv!A.TION ON CHURCHES 
Al'ID SYNAGOGUES IN 11-!E AREA ~lAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE FRONT DESK. 
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descriptions include the responsibilities of those persons who pro
vide direct clinical service. 

Administrator: This person is responsible for the overall manage
ment of the facility. He directly supervises the provision of all 
support services, including those that are resident oriented and 
those that are administrative in nature. He is ultimately responsi
ble for selecting all staff and consultants to the Home and for 
insuring compliance with all governing and regulatory bodies. 

Director of Clinical Services: This person is responsible for 
plannmg and adffim1stenng the clinical program in the Home. In 
consultation with the Administrator, he establishes clinical poli
cies and procedures within the framework of a rehabilitation model. 
He is responsible for insuring that all support services are 
coordinated with the clinical program. He is responsible for the 
orientation and training of all clinical staff, consultation on 
individual cases, maintenance of inservice training and coordina
tion with the Administrator in those decisions where administrative 
and clinical demands overlap. He is responsible for maintaining 
the unified, rehabilitative approach in all aspects of the Home's 
functioning and is on call at all times for emergency situations. 

Intake Coordinator: This person is responsible for the intake 
and admission process of all new residents. He is also the liaison 
oerson with referrin~ a~encies. In addition. he serves as the 
systems control oerson for insurin~ continuitY and qualitY of care 
within the oro~ram. 

ProQram Coordinators: These people serve as the primary direct 
service providers in the program. They are responsible for main
taining the social skills training, the recreational and the 
behavioral programs, and, at times, they are also involved in some 
of the pre-vocational skills training. Specifically, they fulfill 
this responsibility by performing three major interrelated types of 
work: 

1) acting as an ombudsman for a small (25-30) group of residents. 
This entails assisting them in planning their program, maintain
ing all necessary notes and forms, and expediting referrals to 
various community programs. 

2) acting as a facilitator and cr1s1s intervention worker for any 
of the residents in the Home and as a back-up person in imple
menting programs initiated by another program coordinator. This 
is to insure that residents receive consistent messages and see 
the whole staff as equally available to them. 

3) conducting and being responsible for planning two or three 
structured social skills training or recreational groups. 
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The program coordinator is, in effect, part social worker, part 
vocational counselor, part recreational therapist and part personal 
advocate/counselor. We believe that if we are to maintain a 
unified "whole person" perspective of the resident, we cannot com
partmentalize his being into nice, tidy, departmental or "caseload" 
units. The program coordinators also work some evening and weekend 
hours so that the program runs sixteen hours per day, seven days 
per week and is backed up by a consistent, informed and coordinated 
night staff. 

Activity Coordinator: This individual is responsible for the crea
tion and maintenance of programs designed to teach basic interper
sonal and social skills and to encourage use of community oriented 
leisure-time activities. He is responsible for training program 
coordinators in the use of groups as teaching devices and is a 
resource person for residents desiring to set up specialized 
interest groups. He is responsible for obtaining and maintaining 
all supplies needed for groups, for keeping all necessary program 
documentation and for coordinating all major special events in the 
Home. 

Vocational Services Coordinator: This person is responsible for 
providing counseling to residents and consultation to program 
coordinators with respect to vocational and educational programs. 
He provides direct supervision to persons in the internal work 
program and is a liaison with the community-based workshops. He 
also conducts vocational groups within the Home and develops con
tracts outside the Home for the education, training and employment 
of residents. He is responsible for conducting all personnel 
procedures with respect to work program participants and for main
taining all necessary program documentation. 

Health Services Coordinator: This registered nurse is responsible 
for assuring twenty-four hour nursing service. He is responsible 
for all medical records and for conducting staff and resident 
training in the use of psychotropic medications. In addition to 
these specific duties, the registered nurse is the primary source 
of physical care for the residents. It is his responsibility to 
be aware of their physical status and to be alert to any signs of 
physical illness. The nurse is the person who arranges for all 
outside medical consultations and is the liaison to the consulting 
psychiatrists and general practitioners. He is also responsible 
for working with residents and program coordinators on behavioral 
programs which involve health care of medication maintenance. 

Licensed Practical Nurse: This individual is responsible for 
passing medication and for providing any necessary nursing care 
when the Registered Nurse is not in the facility. He is also 
trained to give emergency first aid treatment. 
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V. PROGAAM n.IPLEMENI'ATI ON 

In this section the process by which an individual resident moves 
through the Grasmere program is described. The intake procedure 
usually starts with a phone referral from a worker in another 
agency and/or hospital. At this time, the general appropriateness 
of the Grasmere program and the minimum requirements for placement 
are explored. Criteria which exclude an applicant's acceptance 
include: recent serious homicidal or suicidal behaviors, typically 
combative behaviors, and medical conditions involving the need for 
extensive personal or nursing care. If none of these exist, the 
potential resident and his worker are invited for a pre-rlacement 
interview. During this interview; the possibilities which the 
Grasmere program holds are explored. Following the interview, a 
decision is made concerning acceptance to the program and assign
ment to a particular program coordinator. Concurrently, the pro
spective resident decides if he wants to commit himself to this 
type of program. 

Once admitted, the individual is assigned to a program coordinator 
who then has the primary responsibility for that person's program. 
Immediately after intake, at the weekly clinical staff meeting, 
background and recommendations regarding a new resident are pre
sented to the entire staff. During the first week the new resident 
is given an orientation program which includes specific appointments 
with each of the coordinators. The results of these meetings are 
summarized by the program coordinator and the resident and trans
lated into a provisional goal-oriented treatment plan. At the end 
of one month a comprehensive Long-Term Plan is constructed by 
staff and resident and the first of a series of specific short-
term (three month) goals is identified. These operationally 
defined goals are assessed and revised every three months and 
reflect intermediate steps toward the long-term goals. In addition, 
weekly notes chart the progress of a resident with respect to 
various facets of his program. 

Termination of an individual from participation in the program is 
usually made in a joint decision by the resident and staff, and 
can take many different forms. One possibility is return to a 
psychiatric facility based on the need for either more intensive 
treatment or a more structured living arrangement. A second is 
admission to a physical hospital or nursing home based on the need 
for more direct nursing or medical care. A third possibility is 
admission to another residential care facilitY based on the need 
for a different type of program orientation. ·A fourt alternative 
is discharge into independent community living based on the ability 
of the individual to function adequately without institutional 
support. A fifth alternative is return to the individual's original 
family situation. The sixth possibility is a decision for the 
person to remain in the Home but for the program to shift to one 
of maintenance and sustaining care, based on the ability of the 
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resident to maintain himself adequately in a semi-structured resi
dential setting. 

The exceptions to this joint decision process fall basically into 
two categories: 1) unilateral decision by the resident to move 
out against medical advice; and 2) unilateral administrative dis
charge for gross violations of Grasmere community mores, persistent 
involvement in illegal activity, or disruptive behavior, or active 
alcoholism. These latter are made by consultation bet~een the 
Administrator and the Clinical Director and reasonable efforts are 
made to effect anv alternate livinrr arran~::ement for tl1e person. 

VI. POPULATION DISTINCTIONS IN THE PROGRAM 

Although every individual's program is to some extent tmique, 
there are similarities due to the characteristics of particular 
populations. The program has proved, in its fifteen year history, 
to be appropriate for four different qrouns of neonle. 

The geriatric group includes persons approximately fifty-five years 
of age and older. This age grouping is used because of the rela
tively low probability of these individuals obtaining competitive 
employment. For this group the aim is to establish a comfortable 
and maximal level of participation and to maintain this level in 
accordance with the person's physical capability. For many, this 
means participation in a comparatively tmdemanding work activity 
program. For others, where vocational involvement is precluded, 
it centers around participation in the in-Home activities program. 
For still others, no organized involvement is appropriate and the 
effort of staff is toward the maintenance of personal care and 
informal social contacts. 

The middle-aged group includes primarily persons bet·ween the ages 
of forty and fifty-five years who have experienced long histories 
of institutionalization. This history may have consisted of either 
a small number of long hospitalizations or a chronic pattern of 
short-term admissions. The emphasis with this group is on de
cathecting the hospital as part of their life style. Therefore, 
the efforts of staff are directed toward assisting them to esta
blish and maintain viable contacts inside and outside the Home 
which help anchor them in the community. There is also a decided 
effort to direct them to vocational and/or training programs which 
will address the need to overcome institutionalized patterns of 
behavior. 

The young adult group includes persons between twenty-five and 
forty years or-age. Often, these persons are seen as capable of 
eventually attaining competitive en~loyment and independent living. 
However, they typically have sporadic work histories and an 
unstable adult role definition. Therefore. a much more directed 



effort is made to build vocational and social skills through the 
use of high level workshop and/or training programs and through 
group recreational and social activities. 
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The adolescent group includes persons from eighteen to twenty-five. 
There are two major subgroups here with very different needs. Some 
of these young people have been in and out of some form of agencv 
care for a good uortion of their lives, while others are experienc
ing only a first or second placement and residential care is an 
alternative to hospitalization. Successfully completing develop
mental tasks is the foundation of the program for these persons, 
especially the shift from external to internal means of impulse 
control. 

VII. EXCLUSIONS 

Experience has indicated that there are particular groups who need 
more specialized programs of reh~bilitation who therefore do not 
benefit from the Grasmere program. Describing these groups may be 
helpful to individuals responsible to referral services. 

Acting out Adolescents: By this is meant that group of adolescents 
whose form of response is physically destructive in nature or 
whose main area of conflict is that of dealing with authority 
figures. Grasmere has neither the physical restrictions nor the 
controlling atmosphere necessary for successfully working with such 
persons. 

Adults with a Decided and Repeated History of Combative Behavior: 
Due to the small staff-resident ratio and the normative limits of 
behavior which are set in the Home, Grasmere is not equipped to 
deal with those individuals who cope through combative behavior. 

Active Alcoholics or Drug Addicts: In addition to requiring more 
stringent physical controls, this group often does not respond 
favorably to an expectation oriented, motivational structure. 

Currently Suicidal Persons with a Continuing History of Suicide 
Attempts: For this group, the small staff-resident ratio and 
emphasis on independence often present a serious threat to their 
physical safety. 

Extremely Institutionalized Individuals: Because of the ty~e of 
program and the need for the personal involvement of the resident 
in the program, Grasmere cannot provide adequate service to those 
individuals whose hospitalization experience has virtually destroyed 
all motivation for community living. Grasmere does not have 
structured, long-term programs for minimal personal care and rudi
mentary living habits. 
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CAS 
Community Adaptation 

Schedule 
Sheldon R. Roen, Ph.D.- Aliln J. Burnes, Ed.D. 

Form 5-A 

The ioliowing survey has questions which describe the community in which 
you live, and your life with;n it. Answer all questions about yourself as things 
are now if you are living in the community, or as things were before if you are 
presentiy living away irom home. 

P!ease answer the questions on the answer sheet provided. Please do not 
write in the survey booklet. Beneath each question you will find answers that 

range from 1 to 6. For each question, choose the number of the answer that 
best fits you and write this number in the appropriate space ior that quest1on 

on the answer sheet Answer every question except where the direc!ions allow 

you to skip those that do not apply. 

EXAMPL~S 

A. If '/OU are working f<JII 71me, you '1'/0uld answer the first 

q•Jestion by putting tne number~ fr~l ~ in the :Jiank on the 
lt~~J 

answer sheet for the first question. 

2. If you do not work for ·"ages, but have .::harge of ~he house-

work, you would :>egin ·~tith question 22. l~yourfeeling 

2 ~~sftk€] in the housework is dislike, you would put a 

on the answer sheet for question 22. 

aoout 

!:>lank 

Answers are not meant to be right or wrong and will vary from person to 
person. Your replit!S will be kept strictly confidential. 

Copyri~ht © 1963. 19613 .. 'II qghts rose.-.ed. 
8-ahavicrat ?ubhcauons, J :'1C. 

\An affiliate ot the Behavioral Sciences Cel"!ter o; Human S<;ences, inC./ 

::852 Sroad.w•y - "'om~n~s1de f-letghts 
~ew York, :"t.V. i00.!7 
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I • WORK CCMMUN I TY 

I. ~-to.,. m~o~c:.'l ttme do you j)UT in a1' work now? 
I 2 3 ~ ; 

•.;ne To "!"'NO Aco~o~r naif Three TO four ~u I I ~ l i ;nt I y 
Day!> ~ar- ... eak t:me days per- ·~ltek tiiT'.e more than 

2. 

3. 

4. 

••J I I time 

H(:w dO you fHI aoout ...oridng? 
I z ; 4 5 

Dis! ike very bis 1 i i<a Cis I ike SCIT'.e -.ike 3crne i..lke 
muc!'l 

It you had time avai lac ie, 'NOU\0 you ;lU1' in additional work 
more pay? 

I 2 3 4 5 
~eft nt Tely Ver1 1 ii<.e ly L.i kal v .... n !l :.<.e iv 'i9r' 

<Jnl ikely 

H0111 long 'lave you been ur.emc loved ·juri r.g rr.'! ::ast vear? 
I 2 3 4 5 

' .. JVer naIf 
me year-

ih!'"'M iO 

six months 
..J~e io ~o 

montt\s 

6 
:·1uC."l mo~ 
than full 

-rime 

5 
-.ii<e very 

much 

hour-s fer 

6 
.... ef1 ni 7a\y 

~ot 

...,.-;jniinu~lly 

wor~-<ed 

5. Co vou tt\ink you c:::uld tine! a job as good as :::r- ~ertar- ti':an yo•Jr- pr-esent 

5. 

7. 

:. 

; . 

one . ., i Til in four- TO six •eeks, it necsssar/? 

:5efi nl -:-a ty 
"'Ot 

2 3. 4 
'/err 

'""I ikely 

"to·" · .. ould 'fOU :-3T9 your- oer+ormance in '{OUr" .. oM<.? 
I 2 3 4 

HI!"'{ :t..per1 or- .~oo,e ~a~~ 

S•Jcerior- -\ver3ge aver~e 

:'!0111 do you fee 1 acou1' vour CJresent joe? 
2. ~ 4 "' 

!..iroi.e ver{ :..:~e i..i-<8 )011\e ::'3: il<.e 
mucn scrr.e 

Are 'fOUl" .Pr-esenT :lu1'ies ones 1'"~.!f maKe Jes~ 'J$8 of 
2 2 J 

'lever ·"ar~ :a1 .:em .;et.:.cm :crr.e.,.~'l'les 

.~haT is your ~r'!sani" :1nr.'"a I f:1c0me? 
2 -' 4 

:a 1·.:;w ~.:. ,.,...;-...,J ~ .... .,·1.,..~- ~J, ,~...~v- ~:::,..- .... ~-

5.3' 499 5.:,;:99 56 ,;99 

iO. .-low cces 'lOUr" inc:me CT!l!TC., /CUr" 3:-<cens-es: 
2 3 J 

'.ltJC:1 .\•ccer~,.e: y :: i ;:"11", 'I ~I i ;n-:-: ·1 

'1igr.er- , i ;~er 1; ;:~er !ewer 

5 
i&ry 

1 tkely 

3 
.-~o~ 

; 
J: s i i :<.a 

';10\J,.. ~~~or·<.. 

-
_,'f:an 

-
~· '."...",J-

s1::, :c.~ 

'·'ocar-~-:-a 'y 
l ~·Nero 

6 
:eri n i te ly 

ski 

6 
ver{ 
poor-

5 
..J; s i; ~a 

'l&ry muc., 

! 
,_, 
'"' 

5 
,.;1'lfav; 

510,CCO 

5 
',\o..JC."": 

lo,.er 
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II. Jo you fee I --:-hat you ca~ <o:- ><iiI l earn more in this job or one ! ike it? 
I z ~· 4 5 6 

bet in i te I y 'lery Un I i >·.e. 1y Like I y Very Cef in i te i y 
not .-n1ike ly I ikely 

!2. t-'ow does your present i'1ccme compare with your ;Jrevi ous income? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Much less less Ab:>ut me Somewhat ~lore "'uch more 
.>arne more 

13. As far- as you l<ncw, how do 'lOU I" co-worker's wag9s compare with yours? 
I 2 3 4 5 5 

Much less ·_ess AOJut the same ::>omewhat ~Jlore Much more 
more 

14. Would you sav fOU have had ~ney prob I ems? 
! 2 3 4 5 6 

"'ever V9'"'f Selc:orr. Seldom Gf~en 'iery 5tt9n r~lways 

13. . .,cw do you f-9·31 aoout changing your job? 
I 2 3 4 3 6 

Verf happy Co:1it want '•"40U! :j mind Wouion 1r \Nant to ·~an< to 
wnere I em t·;J mit1d ''ery much 

i6. Do you f~e! that 'fOU 'IIi I I tr-t to quality for a more highly ski Ilea Job? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

::erinitely lery Un 1 ike iy L.il<.eiy Very Oefinireiy 
not 'Jn I i kely I ikely 

17. How many ot your co-wor•.ers do you consIder friends? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Five or more Four Three Two One 

:a. Are you satisfied ·,;ith your job as otl'lers seem to :Je with '!-heirs? 

19. 

20. 

21. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
"luch I ess Less 

How much tir.-e do 'IOU 

I 2 
None nanlly any 

'-low do you f9el about 
I 2 

C. ike ver'{ Like 
.muc."t 

.~b·:>ut the 
.;arne 

spend looking 
3 

1/ery II i-t 1 e 

.-orking full 
3 

_ike some 

for 

:>omewhat 
more 

fu I I time 
4 

3c"'e 

time? 
4 

~.,;is! i ~e 
scrre 

::a you thinK vou coui d NO("K fu I I time? 
I 2 3 4 

Ear; n i i-9lv Very l.n i ike iy L.! kel y 
'10t un I ike I y 

>lore .'~ucn more 

·,;ori<? 
5 6 

);luch 'lery mucn 

5 5 
:Ji s I ike '..liS I iKe 

very much 

5 5 
Very ber in i te 1 y 

1 ike ly 
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Tli,:..;. 
QUESTION 27. 

22. wrat is your f~ellng about house·.o~orK? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Dislike very Dls I i Ka Dis I ike Like Some Like Like very 
much much S'-'m& 

23. How are you managing the housework? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Very well .~e II Fairly wei I Not !lei I Poorly '/er; Poor\'; 

24. How much of your housework is dcne by others? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Almost all Most s,me Little None 

25. If you had to, could you do all the nousework ·;ourse If? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Deftni-rely Very Un I: ke \y Like I y 'ler; Definite I y 
not unlikely I i kely 

26. In general, how do you feel vou manage your ~ousework in ccmoariscn 
to hew others manage t~eirs? 

I 2 3 4 5 5 
Much oetter Better Somewnat Less ·.~e I i ?cor! y Very 

better poor I y 

27. How much of the care of your family are you able to accomp I i sh by 
yourse If? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
Very much Mucn Some LitTle nardiy any None 

28. How do you 
I 

feel about being responsible tor the cr.ildren's care? 
2 3 4 5 6 

Dislike very 
much 

Dislike Dislike some Like some Like LiKe very 
much 

29. How do you think you manage the needs of your tami ly? 
I 2 3 4 5 

Verypoorly Poorly NoTweil Fatrlywe\ 1 ·~ail 

30. How much of an effort is it to care tor your family? 
I 2 3 4 5 

Very easy c.asy Somewhat SonewnaT Clfft cui f 
easy di fticu 1+ 

6 
lery ~<elt 

6 
Verv 

ditfic!Jit 

31. Do you feel ·;our management of your tami lv's neecs should be imoroved? 
I 2 3 4 5 5 

,\lot at all riardly at all !..it"'"le Some .t:1ucn '/erv much 

32. Co you feel -rhat your efforts are aopreciated by vour children? 
i 2 3 4 5 6 

,\lot at alI Aardiy aT al 1 Lt7TJe Sc~e \lucn ·iery mucn 
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33. 1-icw much co::~perati on do you get at home? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Mucn Some Hard! y any :~one 

34. In genera I, co you ~hi nk you get as much co ope rat i on in your home as 
others get in theirs 1 

I 2 3 4 ; 
Mucn ies~ i..ess Somewhat SomewhaT More 

less more 

35. Ouri ng ·your I i fe what ·.o~as the total time you 1N0r'"K90 ~or wages 
fu I I timel? 

I 1 3 4 5 
Never faw months ~bouT 

. 
" a l'fiO or r:Jur or 

year three years five years 

36. Hov. would you feel about ;,olaing aown a job? 
I 2 3 -1 5 

LiKe ver; '-ike Li i<e some wi s I; f.e :.1 s! ike 
mwc!"'' some 

37. iJo you have any training or ab iIi ties for some partic:.Jiar job? 
I 2 3 4 5 

None Hardly any i.i ttl e SofTie ··~uch 

36. Do you exoect to work anytime in 1he fuTure? 
I 2 3 4 5 

Deft nite iy 'Jery Un I l kely L.lkely ·,ary 
r.OT un I ike ly 1 ikely 

kY w'"EB. ~~t.lw s~~o~---:.Ji :.,;.'i.Jl -: :!,JU L/ 
EIVI,VG 3UT ARE NOW T.lNEMPLOYED. !JO L1QT .4NSWE:R IF YOU ARE 
TIRED. OTHERS SKIP TO QUESTIO,V 44. 

39. Over the pasT few weeks no•,; ofTen have you tried 
2 3 -1 

: ... aven 1t Hardly Less than a .~bout a 
t;-i ed . aT a II day a week day a ·11eek 

-10. How do you feel aoout not working? 
I 2 - 3 

L.i i<e verv 
'11UCh 

L.i><e l_lke some 

.:; . Do you :hinK you ,;iII finj 'fiOrk soon? 

Cis I iKe 
some 

I 2 3 ~ 

.!2. Has anvone he i oed vou trJ to find fiOrk? 
2 . 3 

LitTle 

to fird work? 
5 

'•1osT 
"eekdays 

-Ois I i i<e 

5 
';er-y 

'..ln i r ke lv 

'Jluc~ 

6 
~~iucn rr.ore 

(part or 

6 
Over five 

years 

6 
Jt s I ike 

very ':lUCh 

6 
Very mucn 

5 
::5ef' ~' te ly 

6 
:.ver1 

,o~orkday 

6 
;....;s 1 ike 

lii!rv much 

5 
Oe1< ~ f IS i V 

not 

~ 

'ier1 ""WCh 
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43. Do ycu think yo·~ a:-e able t:. work fu II time? 
I 2 3 4 5 5 

Oef1n1tely Very Unlikely Likely Verv bet in i te ly 
not unl ike!y I ikely 

If. VOLiJNTEEF \iCRr:. 1'0 3t A.NSwtiitt ~1 2?f'RYONE.! 

44. Over the ~est +ew years, have you done volunteer work without ~ay~ 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

~lone Harcl y 3ny Little Some '1uch .fery mucn 

45. In general, how do you feel about doing volunteer work? 
I 2 3 4 5 5 

t.i ke ,,ery Like Like Dis i ike Dis I ike Dis I ike 
much some some very much 

46. In ·general, would you do vel unteer .,ork. if it were asked of you? 
I 2 3 4 5 5 

Oef in i Te iy verv <Jn I i ~ely l..ikely Very Def in i -~"e :y 
not ~n I ike i v I ike iy 

F· 'NORi\ i-!ISTORY. TO BE AiiSiiE?.ED 3~' 5t'i'RYONE.1 

47. At 'Nhat age ~id you start' ·.;orking eit'her part tlrre or ful I time? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Oicn 1t Jver 25 25-Zi 2d-i1 !6-14 3elow 1-+ 

48. For how manv different' employers have 'fOI..l IIOrked? 
I 

.., 
3 ..1 5 6 "" 5ver 

X t 
Four or Two or One 'icne :>IX or 

Seven Seven five three 

49. 'llf th regar1 'to work, are you where you thought vou 'o'IOI.ild be a'!" yo ... r :~ge? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
•/ery :nuc!'l c:oe!cw ;:,cr~ewhat ::.cmewhat Above Very much 

below below above above 

II. FAMILY COMMUNITY 

50. How much non-work i ;;g time do you scend at your nome? 
I 2 7 4 ; 6 -' 

Ali Almost all \,1cst Sol'le IBri .;ar1 1-, 
I ittle any 

; I. Hew do you feel "!bout "lome? 
I 2 3 4 5 ~ 

'iery dis- Jissatisfied :;crr:ewn3T Sol"ewnat ~atisfied ·iery 
satisfied dissatisfied sa~:sfigc satisfieo 

52. Do you tl1 i :1k your .'1cme I i vi ng c i rcums+ances need i mo roverr.en't? 
I 2 3 4 5 ') 

'ler{ much Li-:-Tie Har:: ly 
at 311 all 
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I. SPOUS • ANSWER :·HIS 3E :!'ION ONLY IF YCU A.FiE [,l"ING IIIT .. 
'10JP. Fi'JSBAliD OR WIFE. OTHEF.3 :;up TO ;JUEfTICN 56. 

53. In general, how much non-working time do yo•J sper1d ·~ith your spouse? 
I 2 3 4 ~ 5 

Ail AlmosT all MosT Se-ne Verv ;itTie Hardly 
anv 

54. How do you tee I you get a I ong ·~~ i th your soouse? 
I 2 3 4 ; 6 

'lery poorly Poorly Not .,.ell f'ai rly .. a 1 1 tiel I 'lery wet! 

55. In general, how much do you agree wiTh your soouse in r3gard to suc'1 
things as budgeT, friends, en i I d care, home managemenT, .and recreation? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
Not at all i-tard ly LitTle Some ~.uch ·lery rnucn 

aT all 

56. How would you rata The interest which '(OUr socuse has ;n your dai !y 
experi"ences. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
Very mucn '~lucn :,orr.e '..it-tie "'erv 1 inle .~ ltr.OST 

rene 

57. Hew often ilo you ~ave very pI easant experiences "i t-h your s;:~owse? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

~ore than 
once a week 

Once a 
week 

Once or -r .. ice 
a month 

Less than 
once a month 

ciard ly 
ever 

58. How do you feel about your sexual I i fe "i th your spouse? 
I 2 3 

•/ery ~tssaTisfied 

dissatisfied 
:,omewna"t 

dissatisfied 

4 5 
:;,cmewhat 
sa-tisfied 

SaTi s t i ea 
6 

verr 
sati sf: ed 

59. How easy is it tor you to express your personal emotionai feelings to 
yo~r spouse? 

2 3 
Very easy :::asy Fatrly easy 

4 
5omewnaT 
di tfi cuI t 

5 
'Jary 

difficult 

6 
Exi"remely 
di fti c~ It 

60. How do you think your spo~se feels abouT his or .1er sexual life? 
I 2 3 4 5 

'lerv Cissatisfiea SomewhaT 3atisfieo 
dissa-tisfied dissatisfied 

Sor:'ewnaT 
satisfied 

51. How often do you and your spouse have serious argu~nts? 
I 2 3 4 5 

!'lever riaroly ever :,eldom Often 

52 .. In ;eneral, hew muct1 love 10 you :,ave tcwar~ your spouse no~ 
co :roared with wr"len you . .,ere first married? 

I 2 3 4 5 
~·lone '.l:..cn less Less .".bout The same >1C're 

53. How ·~.oul d you rate your marriage? 
I 2 3 4 5 

'ler; r,aopy :-iappy ~ome•,naT Scr:-ewhaT wnnappy 
happy unnaopy 

35 

6 
·1er; 

satisfied 

5 
Very often 

6 
\,uc:~ !'!'!Cre 

5 
lferv 
unhao~v 
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64. !-iow aces your mari-rat relationship compare "'ith others '.JOU know ·•he 
ar! married? 

I 2 ) 4 5 6 
Much worse Worse Scrrewr.aT Somewhat Setter Much 

worse better better 

65. How would your friends raTe vour reI at i onsh i p with your S;lOUS'!i 
I 2 5 4 5 6 

Very close Close Sorrewhat So11>ewha-:- Distant Ver1 
close distant a i stant 

66. Of the time ava: I ao le tor it, how muCh time do vou sper.a with your 
chi I dren? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
A It ~1·:05 t :~~~..cr :~ome i-'arc ly ar.y None 

67. In genera I, how do you get along with your chi I dren? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Very pccri y Sc·ne~ohat Sorrewhat 'lie 11 ·ier:' ::xT:""ameiv 
pvcrly ·t~ell well ·t~ell 

68. Do any of your children corr.e to yeou with their trcub I es? 
I 

.., 
~ 4 I. ·' ' 

~ever hardly ever ::.eidcm Scmerimes :Jften Very etten 

69. How easy is it for your chi id(renl to express personal emotional 
feet ings to yod 

I 2 3 J 5 6 
Very '" ;::-ai rly Easy 

. biftfcult 'lery easy i:.asy .·ai riy 
di ff i cui t difficuit 

70. In general, how do you fee I about your c'li I d's ( ren'sl activities? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

very Satisfied Somewhat Somewnat 5issa-:-isfied 'Jery 
sat is tied satisfied . dissatisfiea dissatisfied 

71. !-low does your relationship with your en i I dren como are ... i th ~est ott'ier 
fami I ies? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
~lucn ~et-rer 3etter Somewha-t Scmewna't .1crse '•1ucn 

oetter ·•orse ·•crse 

72. How much inTerest do you have in your children's ~ai ly experiences? 
I 2 3 4 5 o 

None r1ard I y any L i 7t I e 3cme ·-iuch :er1 muC.'1 

73. How often ·jo vou J i SC'-'S3 i mccrtanT '!\otters or ::c things w i -rh your 
parent( s l? 

2 .l 

.'lever ,..,ar~ly ever Selacm uftan 
5 
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c: J.O 3E A.' SiiERE BY c. 'Tc:RYCNE. ~iii:. F ~ ~.,w 1 

-u:riON IS ABOf.l! RELATIVES OTHER THAN PARENTS, SPOUSE, OR 
·I:.DREN WHO DO NOT LIVE IN YOUR HOME. IT Ili"CWDES BROTHEF.S 

•;r; SISTERS AUNTS AND UNCLES COUSI!IS AND IN-LAWS. 

35. :•ow ma.~v relatives do you nave some personal contac-t with, even if it 
is onlv oy letter? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
'lone One or two Three or 

tour 
Five or 

six 

86. ~ow many ot these relatives do you feel close to? 
I 2 3 4 

u•1er eignt Seven or 
eight 

Five or 
s!x 

Three or 
four 

87. ,,ow often do you see or ta I~ to these reI ati ves? 
I 2 3 ~ 

'lever Hard I y ever ~elccm Sorr.et i rr.es 

~9. Have t~esa other rei ati ves '11110 ao noi" ! i ve in your 
help to you? 

! 2 3 4 
'lerv mucn >lucn ~orne Little 

39. How do v-:>u fee I about .,.hese reI at i ''es he: ping you? 

Dis! ike very 
much 

2 J 4 
cis I; ke bis! fka scme Like sorre 

Seven 
to ten 

5 
One or 

two 

5 

hcrre oeen 

5 
Hardly 
at all 

5 

90. 'iow many of your relatives live within one-i1aif hour dri•1e? 

of 

Jver ten 

6 
:'lone 

'lery :Jften 

5 
:--:o-r at 

a II 

:_ike vei-./ 
much 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
Over eigh-t" Seven or Five or six Three ·~r Cne or ~lone 

eight four two 

91. How many times have you talked with rei ati ves over tr.e oast month? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

None One or Tl•o Thrse or !='i .,e or Seven or 0·1er 
four six eight eight 

Ill. SOC I A.l COr•11-1UN I TY 

M· GENERAL SOCIAL LIFE. :o 3t ANst.tlW5 3z E.7E'.=ii'crfE't 

n. How would you rate your <;ocial I i fe? 
I 2 3 4 

very ii'iactiva , nact i ve Scme·l'4haT ::ome~~na·r 

i~acTive acti ·1e 

93. "'ow ,;:o you feel aoout your social li•e? 
I 2 -

Very i:lissatisfiea 
dissatisfied 

SomewnaT 
.jis3ati sfied 

3c~ewhaT 

satisfied 

5 
..J.,c-rive 

:3a;is+iea 

5 
•terv 

acTive 

~larv 

sa-tisfied 
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74. How do you feel about gett i ,,g together ·• i ,.n your parent ( 5) ? 
I 2 3 4 5 5 

Like very Like L1 !<e some Ois I ike Dis I i i<e Dis I i '.e 
m;,ch some very mu:::'"l 

75. How do you feel toward your parent ( s)? 
2 3 4 5 5 

Very ~isTant Distant Sor.1ewhat ScmewnaT Ct.:lse very 
distant close close 

i6. Ho'N much time do you soe!'ld '·" i tn your ;:Jarent ( s)? 
I 2 3 ,1 5 6 

Sj,y1e r!ardly any L;ttle 5ome Muc~ ·Jar; mucn 

i7. HO'N :o you fee I about your oargr:t Cs>? 
I 2 3 4 ~ 5 .; 

Ois I iKe -;erv Dis I ike Jlsl i ~a Li~e some Like C.i<-e very 
'!lt:Ch ::;orne ~UC:"i 

f-1ow easy is it f:lr vcu To e.<o ress cerson21 err.ot: on a i fee! ; ns;s ~~ v::ur 
;>a rents? 

I 2 3 4 5 5 
:ery aas-:.: Easy Fairly easy ~ai rly _.;f~iC'J]T 'ler.: 

jif"icult ~~ Hi:;:.:lt 

79. Do you think your parent ( s) are satisfied ,.,;,.n you? 
I 2 3 J, 5 5 

No-r aT a I ; Aard I y at a I ! Sorr.e \lucr. '/ery much Co~qleTelv 

ao. How often ·oo you ;,a•;e seri O•Js argument; ·•i tn either- or ooth 'a renT '-' 7 \:;,,. 

I 2 4 5 5 
Very ohen Crtan ~ometir:-es ~eia::>m riaroly ever ,·:ever 

81. How m:.:c, interesT do your oarents have in vour daily exoeriences? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

32. 

33. 

None Hardly any LitTle 3cme ·.:ucn "·ler, -nuch 

fn ;;enera I, how much do you ag:-'le 
! 2 ~ 

~ 

:-;ot aT a I I nardly aT ':li I :JCme 

lr: gener-~ I , can yew count on your 
I 2 3 

A. I'NaVS 'Vert rnucii :.1uc""l 

"i th your 
4 

'·IUC:1 

;:taren7" (:;) 

<1 

.)CrT'\9 

:Jarent (s/? 

-
'ler, r.'IWC~ 

for "leI a? 

-
~ar~ I y :3T 

al I 

6 

:-;c-;. 3T 

;~II 

34. Hew 1ces your relati~nshio 'Nit~: y::ur ;::arsnt Cs) c::rnoare '.•dtlj o"!"'ner 
familiss vou knew? 

2 
:iarse 

3 
.)QI"l'l9'Nr"·d

WC:'"'Se 

~c.,..a·.o~ncT 

:e-~er· 

5 
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:]4. In general, how do you feel about ~articipating in cl ut~ <Jr grouos? 
I 2 3 .. ~ 6 

Like very Li;..e like uis: ike ~Ji; I :· ke 0i:i I i ~e 
'11Uch somewhat so:newhat very mucn 

95. In general, how do you feel about your social acquaintanc~s? 
I 2 3 <~ 5 6 

Very distant ui stant :,omewhat 
distant 

96. How many social acquaintances do you 
I 2 3 

None Hard I v any Few 

~orne·.~ hat 
close 

have? 
4 

Severa I 

t.,'ose 

5 
.'~anv 

'lery 
close 

6 
Verv many 

97. In general, do you think your sccial acouaintances e-e depenaaole? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Never Very rarely Rarely Sometimes Usually A:• .. ays 

98. On the '"hole, how would you descri ba the people you know in tt;e 
Oi'" city where you I i ve? 

I 2 3 4 5 
Very unfriendly :>OmewhaT ScmewnaT rri enaly 

unfriendly unfriendly friendly 

r. FRIENDS. TO BE ANS'iiEBED BY En"R.?CNS ·I 
99. How many personal friends do you have at the orese_nt time? 

I 2 3 4 5 
t-one One Two Three Four 

IO'J. Hew do you feel toward 7hem? 
I 2 3 4 5 

Very close Close Scmewnat ;,omewnat DistanT 
close distant 

!01. How do you think they feel t.,war:!s you? 
I 2 3 4 5 

Very Distant 5 0.11•3'" nat ::.omewnat Ciose 
disTant disTant close 

102. Do 'fOUr" friends give you help ... hen vou r.eed it? 
I 2 3 4 5 

Very ofTen .Jfien ::,ometimes Seldom r!ard !v ever 

103. ·.-Jhat are your feelings to..,ard the friend "ith ·•ncm you s;>ena the 
"10St Time? 

I 2 
'5isli:<.e very 

1'i1'JCh 

Ci sl ike 
3 

Ji 31 iKe 
scme 

4 5 
Like scme Like 

IG4. Jo you ,'\ave as much con-ract ... i th oersona I friends as ycu ·.;an"~"? 

I 2 3 4 5 
Us ua I I y :>OmeT i '1165 :>elacm Ver,' rare I y 

!05. Hew cnuch time ao you so end 'Hi 1-h your "ri er.ds? 
I 2 3 4 5 

.'IC<'e -tard lv any One :r ""o Few ~·ours Manv ~ours 

hours Jer "1CnTh per ··eel< per ··eek an 

town 

6 
Very 

..::r--fer.alv 

6 
Five or 
'110re 

6 
Very 

distant 

'lerv 
close 

.'lever 

6 
Like very 

-nuch 

6 
\iever 

5 
At leasT 
hour per 
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J5. In general, ,ow often ·•hen V")U ~0 out 00 you go out .. ith frierods? 
I 2 3 d 5 5 

Never 'iardly evgr Seloom Sometimes uf+en very often 

!(7. In ge1era I, ·.o~r.at has your social I i fe been I ike? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

'ary active r'.ctive ~cme•11haT Scrrewha"t I nac-:-i ve Very 
active inactive inactive 

!03. How often do you see or talk •fli .,.h your friends? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

bai ly 'kre t!"!an A few r·mes About once Seldom .\lever 
once = •,;eek a rron-rh a month 

iC9. In general, how do you feel about your tri endsh ips? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

very Oi ssati s fi ed Some•11haT SomewhaT Sarisfiec Very 
dissatisfiea .j i ssat is~ i ed satisfied satisfied 

110. In general, do you think your friends consider you a good fr-i en a? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

C:e fir i te I y ·:ery Lin I i ke'v Like I y Very Cefi ;,ire !y 
r.ot ~n I; «ely I ike lv 

Ao iNG. ,J.flSviER THIS SSC TCN ONLY IF lOU A?..!:. I.V A ?OSIT~CN T 
.r..TE. OTHERS SXJP TO ~r.JESTION 117 • 

Ill. I-I ow often do vou .:late? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Never ~eiC:cm Abo;;t once A few ti~es ·•eeK 1 y ~,icr-e than 
a mcnth a month once a week 

112. How de you feel about :eir.g with the oooosite sex? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Dis I ike ver{ Dis: ike uis I ike like L.i ke ~ike ver; 
much some some much 

113. llould you date more if you had the opport·~nitv? 
I 2 3 4 5 5 

CefiniTely '/ery LIKeoy Oni1Ke1y 'iery iJefinitely 
I ike lv un I ike I y net 

I I d, How often do you think aoout ge1"1"i ng married? 
I 2 3 d 5 5 

'lever Hard iy sver Seldom Sometimes Of.,.en 'ier1 ofren 

115. How do you feel abouT getting '11arri ed? 
2 3 .1 ; 6 

L:«e very \..ike Like Oi s I ike cii s I; i<.e 5; s 1 ike v49rv 
much some SOMe ~t.JC., 

i 16. Do vou think you will eventually gat marriac? 

- -: 
'/er..· Ce finiTe i v 2 ~~4~------~~----~~~~---/ar! :..,n 11 :<:.a IV :_I k.eiv ~ef i r. i te ly 

noT un! ike!y i i i<e lv 
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ANSWER THIS SECTICN ONLY lF :;:au ARE 
JT!IEP.S SKIP TO ·~l!E.STION 121. 

117. How do you find the social r-elatiorshios at ·~ark? 
I 2 3 4 5 

Very UnsaTISfying 3om~what Sa-rish1in; 
•Jnsat is fy i ng un,;at is fy i ng 

Some,ha-r 
satisfving 

113. How rr.any of your co-wo~ker-s :o you cons i jer- fr-iends? 
I 2 3 d 5 

None ur1e <wo 1 h -ee rour-

119. In genera I, ~ow co vou fee I towar1 yOUr' cc-wc rke rs? 
I 2 3 .i 5 

Dis 1 ike very ui s i ike ui-; 1 ike Like scme i..i:.:e 
much sorre 

120. Jo you think you "i I I get to knew some of ~.,e., :Jetter-? 
I 2 3 d 5 

Definit~ly Very likely Li l<.e ly Un I i .<e lv ·.;erv 
•Jn I ike ly 

P· ~•E I GHBORS. 70 EE A!.'ISWERZD 51 .:'i'E"RYONEI 

·/.,;ry 
sc.rti s fy i ng 

6 
:=rve or 
more 

6 
~ike very 

'TIUCI; 

6 
Def; n i 7e ly 

not 

121. How often do you visit with vour- neighbors fer a halt hour or more? 
2 3 d 5 6 

Never har-oly ever Seldom Some:imes ·Jften Very ofren 

122. How would you f""3te their interest in your exoeri ences? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

'lery much ~Auch Sorre LitT!e hardly any ;·,one 

123. In general, how do you feel about your neighbors? 
I 2 3 d 5 '5 

Dis I ike very Cis I ike Dis I i ~e Like some Like ~ii<e very 
much scm'!! 

124. Could vou count on a neighbor +or nelp it ycu 
I 2 3 d 

beti ni te IV '/ery Un I iKe I y Li..:ely 
not un I ike I y 

125. Do you think nei ghbcrs should go out of tl"'ei r-

I 2 3 4 
~I ways Very ~UC:i ':t!JC~ Sor:-e 

126. How :o {CU fee! to·Narc vour- ~e i ,;~bors? 
2 3 4 

'leroy 0rfrienaly ~crre"nat ~C!":''ewnaT 

~.mtr-iendly wn f r- i encll y •r-ie:1dlv 

~~~ 

'-'· i"ow ~anv nei :;hbors do you c~ns i cer as per-s:mal 
I ~ , .l 

·':cr.e Almas< "one Very •a·• ~e·N 

needed it? 
5 

'I err 
I i '<ely 

·~ay to ~elo cne 
5 

Har-Q ly a7 
=I I 

5 
~r!.a'1'J!y 

friends? 

',lany 

'Tlucn 

6 
De fin i 't91 v 

another? 
6 

'let at 
a I I 

5 
'iery 

fr-iendly 

:l 1reaT 
,.,anv 
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128. :n general, how do ~eople in your neighborhood act •owa:-d one another? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

'lerf Un iri en a ly ::.omewnat ::.omewhat rr1enaly Very 
un~r:endly unfriendly friendly friendly 

I V. LARGER CDr·'MLN I ;y 

129. Ho•• often :io '/OU go out for such recreation as mo•,i es, tneater, or 
5;,orting events? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
'/erv often Often Somewhat often ~are I y 

1 ;o. H,:lll do you fee I about -:-hese activities'? 
' 2 3 

'-' i s 1 i ke very 
"'l!.lCh 

wi sl; i<.e wi s I i :<.e 
.some 

4 
Li~e ;ome 

'iery rarely 

5 

Never 

~ike ver1 
much 

! 3;. Do you t!"' ink vou '.>~au! d ::o t~ese things !':'!Ore of~en i + yow h 3C i"he 
o~oortun i ty? 

I 2 3 4 
~..e f i n i te I v Ve r1 u n 1 i ke ; y ~n I i Ke I y '- ' ;~e I / 

not 

132. About how many hours ~er dav do vou soend doi ;,g 
-.. atch i ng TV, or working on a hoboy by '/Curse I f'1 

I 2 3 4 
Over three Three Two Cne 

5 
'Jer/ 

1! ke ly 

su-:r. tl'1 i:1gs 

; 
L.ass than 

5 
J..Jef in i 7e! v 

as reading, 

6 
.:Jr.e None 

133. How do you feel about havinq 
entertainment ~roadcas+s and 

more network tiMe gi·,en to schedule? 
1 ass T" news? 

I 2 3 4 
Cisllke vert bisli~<e ;..·is I ike sorre Like some 

much 

134. In gener'31 , would '(OU :""at-her soend your recreation 
others? 

2 3 4 
.~I ways alone :.1osrlv >lore ofien .\lore o•ten 

alone alone with others 

5 

time alone 

5 
''lastly 

N j th others 

or 

6 
L! ke '/erv 

much 

·.vith 

6 
A l•avs w i tn 

~t~ers 

I 35. If yO'J had -t-he oopor'tun i ty, do fOU think you wou I d soend TOre time in 
active recreation (like bowling, tennis, golf, or i'Hirmli~gl? 

I 2 3 d 5 6 
::::er1niTely 1err Oni1Kel•! Likely /ery :;er:~1te•·1 

i'\Ot un I i ke I y I i i<e 1 y 

I 36. How often do vou go to reI i c i ous servi cas? 
I 2 - 3 4 

'1ever 5e I oom Few times .Jr.ce :)r 
a vear ~N i ca a ~on-rh 

5 
~bout once 

a ·,ves:<. 

6 

once a xee'< 
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13~. ~C·Io much satlsfac"!":on co you gei" from rei igion? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Ncne Hardly :::ny Little Some ''lucn very much 

138. Do you consider yourse It a rei igious person? 
I 2 .. 4 5 6 .J 

Completely Very much ~~uch Some Hard I y at all Not at 
a II 

139. "ow much tl me oer •eek be,,ond reI i go us 
activities (relate1 to re, igion,l such 
clubs and groups, Jrayer, etc.? 

services do you scend on 
as family rituai, affili;~-tea 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
Hardly any Verv liTtle ~airly mucn '1uch Very '!lucr: 

140. Considering that y':lu have or ·~iII have a child, would you wanT rei igion 
to oecome a major 'art ot his or her I ife? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
Definitely 

not 
Very 

un I ike ly 
Un I ike ly L.ikeiy 'ie.-v 

! ike ly 

AN I A 1 'CNS ArW GROUP • TO !3E A.1S';,/!:::?ED 3Y EI'ERYCN • 
CTIO!/ IS AEOUT SUCH ORG.4.NIZATIONS .45 P. T. A., ATHLETIC, 

OLITICAL, SOCIAL, L.4BOR, PROFESSIONAL, .4.1D BUSINESS. 

141. How many different organizations or clubs do you belong to? 
I 2 3 4 5 

Over four Four Three Two One 

142. How do you feel about parti ci pati ng in groups? 
I 2 3 4 5 

5isl ike very Dis I ike Dlslii<e some Like some Like 
much 

i43. How often do you at-tend group functions? 
I 2 3 .1 5 

~lore than rlbou"!" once "lore than About once Seldom 
once a week a ·•eek once a month a monTh 

144. How much satisfaction do you get from grouo activities? 
I 2 3 4 5 

None Hara:y any LiTTle :;,ome 

Jef in i te i y 

6 
'lone 

6 
L; ke very 

mucn 

6 

6 
Very much 

145. In genera I, whaT do you think about people tlelonging to organizations? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

0+ no ~nimcortanT SomewnaT. Somewhat important •/er' 
impor-tance unimportant imoor+an-t importan-t 

~- C:J~AM\.N I CAT I GNS. 'i'"" ... BE ~YSWETfED BY g;:;c;;=r:·oNE ·I 
146. How of-ten ·jo you rea a a newspaper cr ~ews "'1agazines? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
Never Seldom Less Than Q,ce a '->ai iy ~lore T!ian 

once a ~eek 11eek one daily 

147. How much i mpor~ance c;o you aT't:ch to keeoir:g up 'N i tr"l c~r:-er1t events? 
I 2 3 ~ 5 6 

'lone -"'iarc 1v ar.v '.,;•-rl~ 3orne ·'•1ucn 'lerv -nucn 
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I dB. HC'I'I 'T'lanv of the rot !owing ao '{OU use in learninc of events around you 
etc. l? 'i3ji o, T'l, news~ apers, 'lleeti ngs, cnagaz ires, 

I - 3 4 5 5 
'~0!19 ~ne IWO lhrae -o•Jr rive 

149. Abo:;t how much t! me ·~ou I d you say you devcte to current events ( iV and 
radio new~ and ;-rogr.af"rls, -=iscussions, public meetings, newspapers, etc.)? 

2 3 4 5 6 
A t3" hours 

oe:- Month 
r'\CQUT an 
hour per 

·,eek 

'wo or tn ree Four or 
hours per five hours 

~eek per week 

150 . .A.re you us..:ally ~ ;,v or disinterested in intormai'"ion aoout 
financiai r:'latters or r.ews? 

Over ti ve 
hours a 

week 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
'/ery 'llucn ~c~what Little Very little Not at a I I 

151. 'Noul.j yo•J .;e in favor of 'JSing .oublic corr.munications media more for 
; ntormati .)n and !ess tor enter"!"ai nment? 

2 4 5 6 
:e•i;;iteiy •iery iikel/ L.ikeiv -:nlikely ·:er; unlikely Oefi'1itelv 

not 

152. ".Jew do you feel :~bout the "1et-~ork giving news oriority ever sc.'1eduleo 
entertainment orcorams? 

. 2- 3 4 5 5 
0i s I l Ke: very 

much 
dis I ike Like ;~me 

1'1· E5t.:CAI :::N. r0 JE ANs:,tkttJ B? ,ft.'t.'?Y5.'Vt.l 

Lt \<e ver; 
mucn 

153. Over·the oast year hew often di1 you listen to or attend educational 
•ectures or aiscussions? 

I '- 3 4 5 6 
Never ~ardiy ever Selaom Sometimes Gfter ·Jery etten 

154. Do you -rhii1k you wi II ever further your fcrma I education? 
I 2 3 4 5 

5etfn t te ly 'lerv L.n l i .-<aly ~ikelv Very ~ef f n i tel y 
1"10t un I ike iy I; :.:e lv 

155. Hew .11UCh of your reading GO "JOU co ro >J:btain 'lew 1-<~ow letJ;e ::r 
inf:::r-,ation (oTher ~,an for recreation en ly l? 

I 4. 3 4 = 
Nor.e ~aro l v any Li~~!s Scme '.iuc~ 'ierv 

i 56. ! n genera I , how 1ces '/Our aoduca'ti on co~care -N i tr: ~hat -of vour sec i a! 
ace: ua i ntances? 

6 

I 2 :; 4 5 S 
:;orse 

";'1UC:1 

3omewnat 
~ar;a-

3c!i.ewr.at 
worse "'crse 

:s7. :--tow ~uch formal educat!o:1 ~o yo~ ~ave? 

2 
Jij~'~ com- Ji~~'~ ~om

:olete eleMen- pleTe nigh 
-arv ;;chcol scncoi 

3 
"i::Jh SC:10CI 

g rad~a-te 
Sc~ non

collage srway 
bev::Jnd nigh 

schoo I 

5 
~cme 

col :ege 
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158. How would you 
I 

Li-<e very 
"'UCh 

& • MOVING. TO 3! Aj/E~'EP.ED at l'lER.YO.'itl 

feel about moving from your present h C'lle! 

2 3 4 5 
Like Like SC.'I'e Dis I ike Dis I ike 

some 

6 
Dis I ike 

very much 

159. Do you think you •li II move over the next ~ew vears? 
I 2 3 4 5 

Definitely Very Unlikely bossib'y Very 
not un I f ke I y I ike ly 

16·). I f you had to move, would you move to a differenT ccmmun i tv? 
I 2 3 4 5 

Definitely Very I ikely Likely Un I ike t·y Very 
~f\ I ike ly 

IX. c I vIc COM"! UN I TY. TO BE' AI.VSi.'E.'?SD 3:! Si3'RYONE .I 

6 
l1eflnitely 

6 
Definitely 

net 

161. In general, ~ow interested !!re you in politics? 

162. 

163. 

I 2 3 ~ 

NOT at 
:~II 

Hardly at 
a I I 

LitTle Some 
5 6 

Mucn Very muc:'l 

How does your know ledge of local government ofticials and activities 
corr:pare with that of others in your COn'1'nt.m i "7·t? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
MuCh more /·lore SomewhaT Somewnat Less ~1uch less 

more less 

How much time do you scend keeping up wiTh lccal political issues? 
I 2 3 4 5 5 

Very much t·1ucn ~orne Lit71e rlardly any '·ione 

164. How often have you sought informi!ltion or aid frorr. DOiice and <ire 
department services? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
Never Almost never :::eldom SomeTin-es Of7en '/ery often 

165. How do you feel about the pol ice? 
I 2 3 5 6 

utsl ike very 
much 

Dis! i ~e Jislike some Li~e scme Llke Like ver; 
much 

166. Hew would you fee I about being 
I 2 3 

Li:<e very Like Like 
-nuch 

selected for jury 
4 

sorre Di::: l i;..:.a son-e 

duty? 
5 

Dis I i ~e 
6 

Ci sl i l<e 
very much 

167. rcw would you compare the t~ay in .vhich vc·ur local government is run 
•ith other localities of the 3t!!te? 

l 2 3 4 6 
Mucn worse Nor5e 3orr-ew,.,a7 ~orr.ewnai ":jd:i,.er ~·1uch 

~orse s~rt is t; ed :,ette r 
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V. COMMERCIAL COMMUNITY 

{t. FINANCES. T3 BE A.NS<IERED BY E'VERYQNE.j 

165. Ho"' much '110ney do you save? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Very much ··:uc!'l Some Li tt I e Hardly any :-.lone 

169. i"'ow do you feel aiJout vour sa•.'i ngs program? 
2 3 4 5 6 

Ver, Oi ssat i :if i ed ~orr.ewhat Somewhat 5a~isfied Very 
dissa1"isfied c:issat;sfied 

170. Co you think vou ~how good money habits or good money sense? 
I , 2 3 4 5 6 

Det in i te I y 'lery rare I., Rare iy ~omewhat Usua I I y Oefi nita ly 
not 

171. NOIJI d you say you have hao money prob I ems? 
I 2 3 4 ; 6 

Never 'lery sa 1-::lom SeiJom Often 'lery cfi'en 1\ ! ... ays 

172. How nave you planned for your old age? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

Very 11Eii i lie II Fairly wei i Not well Poorly Very poorly 

173. H~ do you feel about your system for paying oi I Is that are mailed 
to you? 

I 
\ery 

dissatisfied 

2 
Dissatisfied 

3 
SomewhaT 

dissatisfied 
Sotr~ewnat 
satisfied 

5 
Sat is f i ad 

6. 
'/ery 

satisfied 

174. Are you interested in .'<eeping informed about financial matters or news? 
• I 2 3 4 5 6 
'lery often OtTen Sorreti mas Seldom Hara I v ever 

175. Hew ·~ou ld you compare your financial stat"s with that of your 
I 

"luch worse 

176. Do you think 
I 

Definitely 
not 

2 ~ 4 " 'tlorse Somewhat worse Scmewnat 
better 

vou nave vour debts under control? 
' 2 3 d 

?early Somewnat Nell 
poorly 

IT'. in ;en era I, hew do you fee I aoout snooping? 
I 2 3 4 

::Jis!iKe very 
.'T\UC'1 

178. Do vou 
I 

i'h ink 

Jis i i ka 

I ook i .~g 
2 

:::e f i .~i-re 1 y 
r:ot 

Very rare!y 

:) is I ike some Li<.e 30r""e 

for bargains i3 genera I I v 
3 ~ 

c<are I 'I ScmeTi':leS 

5 
OeTter 

5 
Very ·•e I I 

5 
_ike 

~or-rl"',wM i l e? 
5 

.;sua 1 I v 

Never 

friends? 
5 

vt.;cn 
beti'er 

6 
Cef in i te I y 

6 

m~,;cn 

:S 
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i 79. Do you find i"t gi v7S you 3 "I: ft" to buy 3ometh i ng special? 
2 3 4 5 

Never Har::ly avar Seldom ::.ometimes Otten 

180. How many charge a::counts do you have? 
I 2 3 4 5 

'•l.~ne One Two 1hree rour 

1!\f· .. fRANS?ORfAfioN. TO 3E ANMRtb Si svtRtCNt.j 

i 81. ~~w often do you drive a car? 
I 2 3 4 

:>.Jever Hardly ever Seldom Sometimes 

132. Oo you plan .,.o take any special, overnight trips 
I 2 3 4 

Definitely Very Un i ike ly Likely 
~ot un I ike ly 

183. !-cw often do you c.Jse anv form of transportation? 
I 2 3 4 

ta i ly 

I S4.- Do you 
I 

Very often 

AlmosT daily ~·~~1ore than 
once a week 

feel that transportation is 
2 3 

Often Sometimes 

About once 
a ·•eek 

a problem for 
4 

Seldom 

5 
Often 

this y~?ar? 
5 

'lerv 
1 ikely 

5 
A few ti'11eS 

a month 

you? 
5 

Hardly ever 

185. Do you take leisure trios on weekends and holidays? 
I 2 3 4 5 

'<erv cften OfTen SomeTimes ::li:!l dom Hardly ever 

196. ! n ge.nera I , would you rather spend your recreation time alone 
others? 

I 2 3 4 5 
Alwavs with ~·lost i y w i Th More often More often r1tost1y 

others ethers with others alone alone 

J38. ~~ODERN fES."1NOLCGY. to 3E _4;VSwtRED §y E'ltF.YONt .J 

6 
Very ofTen 

6 
Over four 

6 
Very often 

6 
Definitely 

6 
Selcom 

6 
Never 

6 
Never 

or with 

6 
Aiways 

alene 

187. l f you had -the funds te ~uy as many as you ,;anted, hew many e I ectri ca I 
!!ooliar.ces would 'IOU nave in your nome? (sucn !IS "asner, arver, hi-fi, 
air conditioner, rotisserie, tape recorjer, R~ radio, 'lair ar,er, 
dishwasher, eTc.l? 

I 2 
One or 1"wo Three or lour 

5 
rive or Seven or ·~ore than 

six eigh-t ten 

188. How 1o you fee I about us; ng auTomatic devices ;~ yo~r household routine? 

Disli<.e ·tery 
'nUCl'1 

.:: 3 4 
\)is i ike ·5 i s I ; ke scme [ike SCI"'e 

5 
Like 

139. ~cw much would you oe inTerested in hear'ng about new au-tomatic 
devicss as they are developed? 

!..i k.e very 
much 

2 3 4 5 6 
'ierv Mucn \luch oome L. itt 1 e Verv Nor ar a i I 

'i 7tle 
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pc. HCUS I~JG. TO BE A:iSiiERED BY EFER.ro:,E'.j 

190. For how many years have you owned or mortgaged ycr~r own heme? 
I 2 3 J 5" 5 

None AbouT one Two •hree 

191. Do you feel that vour h~ I i vi ng circumsTances need i mo rovemenT~ 
I 2 3 .1 5 6 

'/ery much ~·~uch Some ~~77ie .-!ar:l ly aT 'loT ;;T 
a I i a i I 

!92. Ho·.o~ m~,;ch r~r>t or mortgage do you pay :acn mon"th~ 
I 2 ~ 4 5 

Less Than 5.:;0 $50 to $76 7o ~iGI-~1.::5 ~12c-SI::O 
$75 $ i 00 

193. Hew do you feel ;Jbcut own i r:g a :1ouse, ·~r.et~e:"" or nc7 you :"'ICW ':;'./~ en~? 

! 2 3 4 5 'i 
LiKe very much Lii<c LiKe scme Cis! ike some ·Ji s I i <e •: is I ; .-<.e 

•;ery 'TlUC~ 

194. Hew many oecrooos are there in 'fC~i rousa? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

vver four Four 1 nree l\0/0 vne ·'~ere 

195. flow! d you be w i I I i ng "to invest ,.,ore of your 'nccme in making .,our nome 
more ccmforTabla or 1!ttr3CTive? 

:efini7elv 
not 

19E. :-icw do 

uis I il.;e 
.,e,.v muc.1 

you 

2 3 ; 
Very :..:n l i ~e! 'I VJ!ry 

un I i i<ely i i :~ely 

teei abouT stay i ~q at ycur present !!ddress? 
2 3 J. = 

bis 1 ike Ois I i ~e l.iKe so...,e Li i<.e 
SCr.le 

ISWGR A.LL JF ·rHE 2i..i'ESTIO!IS !N T::!.IS SECT_Oll 
TN .. 1ELATION 'I'Q '!HE fAsT CCl'tJ1-!lh.VI!:Y Y~U ~!7ED 
TN ?OR JVER T'Ov"O YEAPS. 

'·/I. 

~D. 3C>.:: AL SE~V 1 CE ."".GE!'l(; ~3. 

6 
·Je f r :1 i ~e · v 

:.. i >;e ·;er./ 
much 

~CU'T SUCH HE~P!ZIG AGE~"~'CIZS .45 ?A.~tiLl 5E2?~'I~!, r:vC:I.FA.F.E :JCPJ. .. F.'TUENT, :·"e':E .. ~l!S 
pcc:~L SE?.VICE, ·;HZL~ JUID~ICE QR .~!2~"iTA.: -~~EAI.:!':·£ A.GEZ'lC:!S, PELir;I:)!J'3 ~ SOC:~ 
e.cE:.~.'c:::s l T~S:T::_,iG .·~·uP.5ES I ~TC. 

aganci es ~ave '.'CU ·Jr VOW!"'" fc~: ly SCt..:·:~t :1.;!~7 

~ 
l 5 

ho · hree =o~.or :vsr fcur 

._ i 5; i r<e 
'i9i'l ....,.Jc;, 
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199. What amount of contact for reasons of persona I or f3mi ly :Jiffic;;lty 
have you had with the agency that .'las serviced vou most? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
None One or -t.;o three to f i '/9 6 TO 10 ll TO 20 5ver 20 

sessions ses3icns sessions ::;ess ions sessions 

200. 'liol.ild YO'.J be i r. favor of affcr~s TO -expand these services? 
1 2 3 4 5 5 

Def:ni'~-ely Ver.J Jn I ike ly Like 1 y i-e ry_• :,e f i i\ i :e! v 
noT unl i \<',ely I i kelv 

E. OTHER em.;\! UNITY 5ERV ICES ."-ND ACTIVIT' 0:3. 70 ?E AllSWERE[: 
BY EVE:RYONE. THIS SEC'I'IC!l IS ABOUT SUCH C0'4XUNITY SERVICES 
~ gzDICAL AJ.VD DE!l'!AL C~IHis"""S, .VE~L 3AEY CL:.:¥ICSJ 3C300!.: 
X:SNSION ?ROGRA.VS, T'Jf·l.'l PECREATI:?N ?!iCGRANS, C:CMMUlliTY 

SPONSC?ED .:IECF.EATIQN CSNTERS (y;.to FCOLS), ETC. 

2Cl. Have vou participated in ccmmu."1i ty ser-vices t:JUTS; de .:)t tt-tosa 
mav have reqcd red? 

I 2 3 J 

·1ery o.:f7e:'l Jften 5c~e7imes Seldom r<arc ly e-...,er 

202. Hew do vou feel .3bout these services for voursel for rami!·;? 

:Jl$like 'yery 
mucn 

2 
Dis I i !<e 

3 
1);s! ike 

some 
L i k.e ~ome ;..ike 

vour 'NCrk 

6 
Nevar 

6 
L; ke ·ter-y 

much 

2:i3. Do you th i ni<. '(OU 'IIi I I have cccas!on T:) 'T'ake use of ~nese ser··~ i ::es? 
I 2 3 .l 5 6 

:Je f' n: -:-e i y lery l..Jn I i '-<a lv L'kely ~;er.,- befi;, i te 1 y 
'10t Jn I i i<.a lv I i!<ely 

IFF. ! ~1::; 1 v 1 cu,o.L PRGFE55 1 GNALS. ;:o 3E .:lHSilZRSD ay E1i!'R:tJ•E.I 

20J. Do ycu .'1ave a family o;,vsician, la·.;ver, :entist, accountant, ::anKer, 
e'tc. ·.,hem you feel free TO call on because he knows you or your f.3mi iy? 

3 4 5 6 
·\,lone Cne 1'110 Three 

2:J5. Do you feet it is !mocr-TanT TO ~ave such orofe~sfcnals r-sa-:li ly 
avai iable? 

I 

... e+i n i 1e ly 
10t 

2 
"r::.:;3o i•t won 

~ot 

3 4 5 
t th 1 rk 1'll:'1K so "r·:>bao i y 
so 

206. How vft-:n :a 'ICU consult any one of -hese orotessicnals? 
2 3 4 ~ 

·lerv of-:-en Scne~:,..es 

~•lcrs -:-nan 
four 

6 
· ..... ef; n: re!" 

2J7. Do ycu ~refer a ~r-:>fassional ·•no .~lso "<nows ·;ow personal iv to o~e ·11~0 
joes ~ot'? 

l ~ 3 ~ 5 ~ 

:..ess :)Or:ewhaT les5 ~orr:ewna-r 

..,ore 
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t;&;:SCHOOLS. TO BE AliS'..tERED 8? Et'ER.YOEJ 

.2:)8. Have you par"ti ci pated in org~:n i zed discussions of scryoo I o I ann! ng: fer 
examols, bui I ding, the bucget, election of board memo~rs, ?"A? 

I "' 3 4 5 6 
Very '!l<.;Ch Some Litila ::one 

209. ~ow de you reel about the quality of educational services in vcur ar;a? 
6 I 2 3 ~ 5 

b is I ike ve ,.,. G is i ike 0 is 1 ike some !.. ike some LiKe ;_; kt; ,,~e;y 

~'JC~ mucl1 

210. Woulc yow suopcrt a measure ~-o raise rore tax money for irr,o,.-o•Jement 
ot sctools? 

2 3 4 5 6 
..efrnitely Very' ! iKe ly L.ii<ely Or. I: ke ly Very Cef in i t-el'-/ 

211. 

'JI"' I i -<e I y n~t 

Of the time avai labia tor it, how often do you •Jse ~ubi ;c :cnooi arHs 
(s•Jc." as Tne gym, ar'ts and crafts, !!leeting rooms, schc-::JI ;rou'lcs, 
p I ay i '19 f i e I .js l ? 

I 2 3 4 
Very ot"ten Often ::iometimes Se!aom '4ever 

212. 'llould you f.:.vor using more +ax mone•t for openir'!g schooi pr-::Jperty to 
genera I como1rJn i tv use? 

I 2 3 4 5 6 
Detlnltely Ver-y unlikely Unlikely ~:kely Ver1 De~ini-;-el'i 

not I ikely 

213. 'llould you be in favor of raising salaries of teachers? 
2 3 4 5 5 

Very mucn Much :>cme "-IiTie Very I it't!e ::ot at 
all 

@fVSWER THE ?aLLOWING SECTION ONLY IF YOU HAVE CHILDREN IN SCHCOL.j 

214. How ofTen ao you visit your chi I d's school? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 

.'lever Hardly ever Seldom ~omeTin'es Jften 'iery often 

215. How much do you participate· in t!1e ?TA? 
I 2 3 4 5 ~ 

'lert 3C'tlve .~cTi ve So~e,Mr.at Somewnat Inactive ·ier•; 
active inactive ir.active 

216. Co 'IOU ;,.no~o your c!1 i! d' .o ( ren's) teacher? 
I 2 3 4 5 5 

0loT at a!! Hardly Little :oomewnat l'lel! Very ·•e i 1 

at all 

21 7- l'lou I d vou do vo I unTeer ·~<ork in tne schoo Is or e I sewnere if it •ere as ked 
of you? 

2 3 4 5 5 
·:err Un I ike I y SomewhaT Somewhat ~ii<elv ~tsr; 

e~n i ike i•t '-'n I ike!v I :-<ei-1 I i l.(e: ~~ 
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LEASE CHECK YOUR ANSWER SHEET TO SEE IF YO 
AVE ANSWEP.ED ALL QUESTIONS WHICH APPLY. 
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APPENDIX C 



Consent Form 

Post Hospital Community and Social Adjustment Among Schizophrenics in 
an After Care Rehabilitation Setting 

86 

I, state that I am 

over 18 years of age and that I wish to participate in a program of 

research being conducted by Marian Fitzgibbon, who has fully explained 

to me the procedures, risks, benefits and alternatives involved and 

the need for the research; has informed me that I may withdraw from 

participation at any time without prejudice; has offered to answer my 

inquiries which I may make concerning the procedures to be followed; 

and has informed me that I will be given a copy of this consent form. 

I freely and voluntarily consent to my participation in the research 

project. 

(Signature of Staff Member) 

Date 

(Signature of Volunteer) 

S1gnature of Witness to oral 
explanation and signature of 
volunteer. 



APPENDIX D 



Within Groups Correlated t-tests on the SABRS 

NlUriber Standard Standard (Difference) Standard Standard 
Variable of Cases Mean Deviation Error Mean Deviation Error 

Socialization 27 20.9259 5.791 1.114 -3.4444 3.238 0.623 
Level - Pre 

Socialization 24.3704 5.343 1.028 
Level - Post 

Work Level - 27 16.6296 5.450 1.049 -2.7037 4.232 0.814 
Pre 

Work Level - 19.3333 4.446 0.856 
i'ost 

------

Total - Pre 27 19.0000 5.262 1.013 -3.1111 3.262 0.628 

Total - Post 22.1111 4.560 0.878 

--------·-----~-----~-

* = p < .05 
** = p < .01 

*** = p < .001 

2-Tail T 
Corr. Prob. Value 

0.834 0.000 -5.53 

0.651 0.000 -3.32 

0.789 0.000 -4.96 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

26 

26 

26 

2-Tail 
Prob. 

0.000*** 

0.003** 

0.000*** 

00 
00 



Number 
Variable of Cases Mean 

CAS Work Pre 27 3.9630 

CAS 1'/ork Post 9.0741 

CAS Family Pre 27 14.5556 

CAS Family Post 14.9630 

C:\S Social Pre 27 2:1.0000 

CAS Social Post 26.3704 

CAS Larger Pre '~ 1'1.1852 

C.\S Larger Post 1~.9<1::10 

CAS Commercial 2.7 17.~..?..?2 
Pre 

CAS Corrunercial 17.8519 
Post 

Within Groups Correlated t-tests on the CA~ 

Standard Standard (Difference) Sfand.ii·d-----stand.a-ro-- - - -- 2-Tail 
Deviation Error Mean Deviation Error Corr. Prob. 

3.252 0.626 -5.1111 5.938 1.143 0.254 0.201 

5.863 1.128 

5.866 1.129 -0.4074 4.822 0.928 0.685 0.000 

6.248 1.202 

7.550 1. 453 -2.3704 7.606 1. ,164 0.392 0.043 

6.058 1.166 

3.340 0.()43 1.2222 3.434 0.662 0.363 0.062 

2.667 0. 513 

3.286 O.D:l2 -0.6296 4.456 0.858 0.230 0.248 

3.860 0.743 

.. T Degrees or 
Value Freedom 

-4.47 26 

-0.44 26 

-1.62 26 

1.85 26 

-0.73 26 

2-Tail 
Pro b. 

0.000"'** 

0.664 

0.117 

0.076 

0.469 

---------

00 
~ 



<.0 
0 



---------Nliiil~------ Standard Stanaa--nr·-nrrnerence) Standard Standard 2-Tail T Degrees of 2-Tail 
Variable of Cases Mean Deviation Error Mean Deviation Error Corr. Pro b. Value Freedom Prob. 

CAS Affect Pre 27 4.0593 0.395 0.076 0.1519 0.349 0.067 0.560 0.002 2.26 26 0.032* 

CAS Affect Post 3.9074 0.342 0.066 

CAS Behavior Pre 27 3.0519 0.433 0.083 0.0037 0.403 0.078 0.512 0.006 0.05 26 0.962 

CAS Behavior Post 3.0481 0.379 0.073 

* = p < .OS 
** = p < .01 

*** = p < .001 
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